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1=1,2,3; fluctuation amplitude of component 1 (eq. 45) 
l,m = 1,2,3; orthogonal 3x3-matrix which represents a 
rotation 
Brief notation for the matrix (the tensor) Alm 
Speed of sound in air 
l,m = 1,2,3; symmetric, positively defined quadratic form 
(equation 4) 
Brief notation for the matrix Blm ; l,m = 1,2,3 (eq. 53) 
I,m = 1,2,3; i=1, ... ,6; coefficients (eq. 7.1-7.9 & app. C) 
Coefficient (eq. 48.3) 
)2 ( eq. 46) 
(eq. 46) 
= e
2 (equations 43) 
Wire diameter 
Unit vector (a 2=1) representing the wire direction 
Determinant of matrix A 
Electric output voltage of an anemometer 
= ElK 
1 = 1,2,3: see eq. ( 12) and (14) 
1 ., 1.2.3: see eq. (17) 
CorrectiJon factor for conventional analysis (eq. 36) 
Correction factor for analysis via squared signals (eq.43.9) 
Fkt( ... ) Monotone function of an argument 
*Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text. 
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~1, factor df cooling by flows perpendicular to the hot 
wire and perpendicular to the prongs (eq. 3) 
~o, proportionality constant (unit Vs/m; eq. 2) 
1»k~O, Factor of tangential cooling (eq. 1) 
(effective) length of a hot wire 
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n 0(( ... ) ) Remainder n-th order of a Taylor expansion 
p Pressure 
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Time 
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~o, absolute value of average speed 
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wire respectively. -
-':'~l'J.2+k2ull-7' , effective speed 
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(narrow-band filtered signa16~/~) 
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1. Most technically important flows of gases or liquids are /8 
turbulent flows. As a rule, these flows are stationary in a time-
average, so that the quantities of state of the flow medium are 
composed of time-independent averages and stochastic fluctuations, 
for instance: 
pressurelp, (!.,t) = 'P(!.)+p'(!..t) with 
Velocity .!!(!.,t) = ~(!.)+.!!'{!.,t) with 
, p':o, 
'Li'=O • 
Flow fields can only be described phenomenologically and 
theoretically when the speed is measurable. In contrast to laminar 
flows, for turbulent flows, not only is the average speed u to be 
determined, but the fluctuations must be characterized, e.g. by 
specific time averages. Depending on the type of theoretical 
description, these can be correlations Uiq (i, j=1 ,2.3) as important 
quantities of the Reynolds stress tensor !P~ or even correlations 
f h · h d :7':I7:T."':"r 1 ' 1 J o 1.g er or er, e.g. iUiUjU1 , uiu.ju{u~ (i.j,l,m=1,2.3). 
Many measurement methods suitable for laminar stationary flows, 
for instance, for the Prandtl static tube, are not suitable for 
measurements in turbulent flows, since the correct, average speed 
is not measured and since average values of the fluctuations cannot 
be measured at all. 
Now it is a known fact that a warm body in a cooler, flowing 
gas cools off faster the "stronger the wind" and the greater the 
temperature difference between the body and' the gas. According to 
this principle, hot-wire anemometers measure speeds and their 
fluctuations in flowing media. The potential measurement of 
temperature fluctuations will not be discussed here, rather--
except for the small, turbulent temperature fluctuations--a constant 
temperature shall be assumed at the measurement location. 
A thin wire tied between two prongs is heated electrically. /9 
In order to keep the temperature of the wire constant over time 
during the initially laminar flow, more heat per time unit must be 
generated, the greater the rate of flow of the moving gas. The 
heat removal is affected significantly by the speed component 
perpendicular to the. wire, and only a little by the component parallel 
to the wire--if it is not neglected entirely. At any rate, the heat 
flow grows uniformly with these two components, if we neglect any 
possible influence of the prongs and/or the probe shaft. 
Through suitable electronic circuits--summaries e.g. in Brad-
shaw [1], Strickert [2], Comte-Bellot [3]--it is possible to keep 
the wire temperature or heating curre'nt of the wire constant in a 
chronologically changing speed, or in a turbulent flow, and a 
starting voltage of the anemometer will increase uniformly with the 
heat flow, or uniformly with the speed. Through comparison measure-
ments, advantages and disadvantages of the constant-temperature or 
constant-current anemometer were derived, e.g. by Helland and van 
Atta [4]. At present, the anemometers with constant wire temperature 
seem to be preferred. 
1 
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As already mentioned, as a rule the hot-wire is cooled much 
more by a perpendicuLar flow than by a parallel one. If the wire 
diameter d ratio to the effective wire length 1 is sufficiently 
small (d 11 < 11200), then for many probes or anemometers, a good 
approximation is: 
f::/' .- £o~ = PH ( u~2. + k'- U~2 ) 
wi th E ::::i operating vol tage of the anemometer, 
Eo= operating voltage of the anemometer at u = 0, 
Fkt() = monotonous function of the argument, Fkt(O) 0 
u1 velocity component perpendicular to the hot wire 
( 1 ) 
IT] = velocity component parallel to the hot wire (see fig. 1) 
Velocity-independent constant ford/l"1/200. 
For other probes, using an accurate observation of the heat /10 
transfer over a large velocity range or when noting the prong-in-
fluence, in the literature equations other than (1) are given, e.g. 
by Hinze [5], Webster [6], Corrsin [7], Champagne et al. [8], 
Davies and Bruun [9], Friehe and Schwarz [10J. 
Surprisingly, regarding the used equation (1), the parallel 
component ull cools the wire much less (k 2 « 1) than the perpendicular 
component uI, but it acts with the same exponent 2. SimmOns and 
Bailey .[111 found in 1927 that the heat loss· of an electrically--: 
heated filament increases linearly with the rate of flow in a 
parallel-flowing stream, but in a perpendicular stream, it increases 
linearly with the square-root of the speed. Accordingly, if an 
additive composition of these different cooling effects is possible, 
instead of (1), a relation 
£2. _ EDt. .... FH (1..1:- -i- k2. ,-,"If ) 
would be expected. Probably, the relation (1) still proved useful 
because in most cases, the tangential cooling represents only a corr-
ection. In particular, in modern hot-wire probes, the tangential 
cooling can be neglected aSla rule. 
If eg. (1) is true, then by using an amalogous linearizatuon 
step or by using a digital computer, even a proportional relation 
can be expected between the output signal E2 and the square u
eff
2 
of the 'effective" velocity ueff • =,Iui +k2 U'I 2' : 
( 2) 
K = velocity-independent constant, K>O (unit: Vs/m). 
This linearization simplif~es the analysis of hot-wire signals 
in turbulent flows. 
The experimental validation of the fUnctional relation (1), the 
setting of the linearization and the determination of the constants 
kand K is usually performed as a calibration in a.laminar or slightly /11 
2 
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turbulent flow. In measurements in turbulent flows, it is assumed 
that the equations (1) or (2) also apply for instantaneous values 
of the speed and of the signals, even though the speed in a turbu-
lent flow can change very quickly. This assumption presumes that 
the electronic control of the anemometer can follow the fluctuations 
at sufficient speed--in order to keep the wire temperature or the 
heating current constant--and also that the cooling of the wire can 
be described as quasi-stationary. 
Thus, by using one point as an example, it is clear that the 
hot-wire measuring method is not as simple in practice as indicated 
by the summary presentation of measurement methods. Actually, this 
method is based on decades of testing, use and development. A 
bibliography by Freymuth [12] contains about 1300 publications on 
the subject of thermo-anemometry and this illustrates the scope of 
research work in this area in the period from 1900 to 1978. 
Like all measuring methods, hot-wire measuring has its own 
sources of error and limitations. In the course of time, many 
problems have been corrected by refinement of probes and electronic 
equipment, but ri.sing expectations of measuring accuracy and util-
ity are also noted. If we presume the validity of a relation (1) 
or (2), we limit ourselves to incompressible, turbulent flows of 
constant temperature (except for the turbulent temperature fluctua~ 
tions), or to low flow speeds (flow mach-number «1). Vagt [13] . 
reported on the state of the art of hot-wire probes for just this 
case and also discussed the occurring sources of error in detail. 
Thus, a summary of possible errors will suffice here for illustra-
ting the prerequisites for further investigations. 
2. Errors 
As for all probe .m~asurements, it must first be assumed that 
the probe does not affect the flow. In general, this assumption 
is correct when both the sensor (hot wire) and its mount (prong, 
shaft) are sufficiently small or thin. The meaning of "sufficiently 
small" in this case, the best shape of the prongs and shaft and 
the size of the remaining error, must all be determined by experi-
ment. 
A sufficiently small spatial size of the hot wire is also 
a prerequisite for a local measurement. The speed along the wire 
must be viewed as constant. A velocity gradient perpendicular to 
the wire may not be allowed to deform it. In multi-wire probes, the 
speed in the entire measured volume containing all wires, must be the 
same. On the other hand, interaction between the wires must be 
excluded. The optimum hot-wire lengths and· spacing will depend on 
the turbulence structure of the measured flow field. For incompress-
ible flows, the diameter of the measured volume should not exceed 
ca.*l mm (Hinze [5]). Figure 2 shows the outline of a modern X-wire 
probe which meets thes~ requirements. 
*Translator's note: ca. - about. 
3 
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Even for optimized prongs and shafts, they will still disturb 
the axial symmetry of the stretched wire. It may then happen that 
the sensitivity of the wire will depend on the angle of incidence 
(of the probe) y. In simpler cases, for ,1 (see fig. 1), we have 
the following expression instead of (2): 
). ( 2.. ,~ Z 2-K "" UJ.., + n t.lJ.:/. ( 3 ) 
k J. .« " I 1,2. - "f I 4 '" . , 
Neglecting this directional characteristic leads to errors when hJ1. 
Due to the flow, the wire or prongs can start to vibrate; natur- /13 
ally this will falsify the signal compared to a fixed wire. Prong 
vibrations are usually recognized because they occur at a certain 
speed-independent Eigen frequency. ~hrough suitable prongs, an ~ 
appropriate prestretching of the hot-wire and through a useful 
alignment of the probe, these vibrations can be prevented, but in 
case of doubti a control measurement is needed. 
When taking measurements in boundary layers, or when the average 
speed depends on the location, and when as a rule turbulence quan-
tities are to be determined, the hot-wire must be positioned with 
great accuracy. Both its local position and its direction with 
respect to a specif.ied coordinate system must be known with sufficient 
accuracy. Turbulence quantities can be erroneous by an inaccurate 
angular setting, especially when signals of a hot-wire in various 
orientations are needed for their calculation. 
If the probe is set n~ar a wall, then wall influences can impede 
the measurement. First, the probe in connection with the wall, can 
disturb the flow so much that it will be changed significantly. 
This must be prevented by a suitable probe design and a favorable 
alignment of the shaft. Secondly, for heat-conducting wal~s, the 
heat is removed from the wire by differing physical laws than in a 
free field of flow. If this effect is ignored, very large errors 
can be made in the signal analysis. Wall influences cannot be 
determined theoretically today. It remains to be explained what 
minimum distance from the wall is needed to permit neglecting of 
the wall influences on the hot-wire signalCsee Vagt L13] and works 
cited there). 
The characteri stic line of an anemometer E"E (~J.' ,!;!II , ••• ) depends 
on many parameters which must remain constant during calibration and 
measurement. One of the critical quantities is the ratio of wire 
temperature to the surrounding temperature. The electronic control 
itself can be not quite stable under some circumstances--it may /14 
drift. As long as these changes are not completely understood, only 
a calibration before and after the measurement is of any use. 
It was already mentioned that the hot-wire anemometer is 
"statically calibrated" as a rule, and that the resulting heat-trans-
fer law also applies for instationary flows. By comparit~ve "dyna-
mic ,'.oaLibration" using soundwaves or shaking' table, this assump-
tion has been verified by experiment; see"Bechert [14], Bremhor~t 
4 
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To measure turbulence quantities it is recommended to use a 
linearization step, since the analytic relation E(u) is then simple. 
A linearization can increase the noise level and tne drift 
of the ,entire system; frequent calibration is thus indespensible. 
The linearization is as a rule only accurate for a certain speed 
range, whereby the low velocities are critical. In high-turbulence 
flows, the instantaneous values of speed can lie outstde the 
"calibration range", even when the average speed lies within in. 
An ideal linearization is assumed here. 
In the analysis of hot-wire signals of turbulent flows, low 
turbulence intensity is presumed throughput and a series expansion 
of the signal E by the small relative fluctuations ul/U is used. 
It is clear that through this restrictive condition, a systematic 
error increasing with increasing turbulence can occur in the speeds 
and their fluctuations. 
This long and yet incomplete list of sources of error illustra-
tes that only very carefully performed hot-wire measurements will 
give reasonable results. For a more accurate discussion of the 
individual errors, refer to Vagt [13] and to the works cited there. 
A part of the errQr is probe-related and development-induced, e.g. 
the prong influence; another part is of a fundamental I'l:ature. But /15 
over-all, the number of possible errors is very large, and many of 
them cannot be estimated realistically. These facts impede a I. 
quantitative error comp\jtationanq. thus one is not available •.. , 
Experiments have shown that several errors can be of considerablel 
magrti tude and can va"I:Y greatly. 'T~i scan ')e the reason why" 
syste~at~c errors have not been taken into account very much. 
In this paper, the analysis of hot-wire signals is discussed 
with regard to the named sy!:)temmatic errors which follow 
from the series expansion of the speed fluctuations. Possibilities 
for an exact signal evaluation are also sought. Furthermore, we eval-
u,ate the size of the error in the relative fluctuations UrlJ,~/u2 
resulting from the use of one- or two-wire probes after the 
unavoidable series expansion. All other measurement errors presented 
above are ignored. It w{ll be shown that the use of one- and two-
wire probes is subject to fundamentally lower limits due to high 
turbulence than has been previously assumed. 
It is also assumed that the frequently used equation: 
K 2 • ( UJ., 2 + k ~ . v"lt ) 
K,k=speed-independent constants " 
and that it applies for*: 
; ( 2 ) 
~( 
One could also begin from eq. (3), but essentially the same results 
are obtained under the standard conditions k 2 «1 and /h 2 -1/<<1. 
5 
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-the instantaneous values of starting voltage and flow speeds, 
-any incident-flow direction to the probe, 
-all speeds below the maximu~ speed of t}max«a
o
' (a o" speed of sound). 
Physically this means that ideal, linearized, hot-wire probes /16 
must be studied which 
-are not subject to prong influences, wall influences and undergo 
no prong or wire vibrations, 
-operate at constant temperature, 
-are found in an incompressible, turbulent or laminar flow of con-
stant temperature. 
These extensive prerequisites must be met in order to obtain 
quantitative results. The discussed, system errors may be just 
as important in more general cases. 
3. Exact Analyses 
Let: 
( 2 ' ) 
In a rectangular, right-handed oriented coordinate system, 
2." 2.2, 2.3 \'vill now describe the direction of a hot wire by 
the unit vector §. In polar c.oordlnates with respect to the xl-axis: 
'& = cosal, + sinn cose 2.2 + 
+ sina sinO .8. 3 
_11 < e , II • 
hot wire 
----h j...---(- " 
- '1 r:~ .. 
" 
The polar angle 0. is the angle between the xl-axis and the wire. 
It lies in a range OSo.~% which will describe all possible wire direc-
tions. 
The speed u is broken down into components: 
6 
Y- .. 
3 
.(! IA/ "" l"'A 
With: Uo 
... 
JI 
;C .. U.L }5.l. 
I- .{ 
~2 
"" 
UJ.'-
A 
!d-d .., 
.f- LIa 
z. 
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there follows for the q~otient e=E/K from (2'): 
1, ... '" .... 
..lIj ", - 1AJ. • lAm (4 ) 
The other goal of an exact analysis must be to obtain aisystem 
bf equations 
.1: 
e· 
• 
3 
£ 
l,t'h • A 
t .. A,. •.•. " AI 
through selection of several directions (("I i ,8.i): i=1, ... ,N 
which can be resolved by the three quantities: 
( 5 ) 
If this resolution were to,svcceed, then we wo~ld have comp~ete 
information about the veloc1ty, namely the time history profile 
of orthogonal velocity components. From these, one could derive 
any time-averages, especially the components of average velocity, 
Ul, U2, U 3' the turbulence quanti ties u1', ~l, U3 2, l'"~q, "U"Iul, ujij(;' 
and also time averages of any order. 
If we select the usual orientations for X-wires, (1.=%; e"O,1I1 Ir/2, 
-11/2; 11/4, "3'n/4j 311/4. -11/4 and denote the signals in this sequence 
as e 1 to e8, then we obtain the following system of equations (der~vation of these equations and'explanation of matrix notation 
in Appendix A). 
(6.-( ) (If - k::t) ( v-r+u .. ') (Uz. +ui) = (e~2. -e.,2.)/2 rr (e a :"c 2 +e"l·_e2.>/2fi 6 ? ,~ J 
(C. 2) ( If - ~ I.) ( (II. +-1.1:' j (", .... uj J := (e/ +e~)/2 - {el·,et J/ 2 
(',3 ) { A - k 2.]( Us +«;)( LJ." +-1<}) = (e,/'-'ef)/2 .,.. -Cej .. e .. '2. -e/,+e;)/21Z; 
4+1<:" .-14k':/. A (VA 'HI,,') 2. ~ ~+ e,/ T -'1- 2. 'f 
A-I'l!: i. .1+ If!.. 2. e,/ + e/ ({,.If ) (U:L +u~) = 
If 2 'I I; 
3+/(2 e/o{·e; .t 2 A+k.2 .:t ofif~' (U3+1~;)2 ,., ~_~.-.!!-l' 
-'1- -0- 7-) /? J' 
.7 
/19 
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The system of equations (6.4) is not solvable because the equations 
are not linearly independent. 'In appendix B it is shown that a 
complete resolution of the linear equation system (5) by the formal 
six unknowns Ul'U m will not succeed as long as ~ is held constant 
and only Q is varied. Equations (6.1) to (6.3) give exact formulas 
f 7:1'7.'T ':":1-'";'T -T-:-r or u,U 2 +1.1 1 Ll2' U2U3 +U 2 U3 , u 3u, ~u3u1' 
which will be needed again later. 
Now if we choose six suitable orientations for the hot-wire, 
e . g . ;( 0: .8 ) = (11 /6,0); (11 / 3,11 ); (11 / 5,11 / 2); (11 /3, - n / 7. ); !( 11 / 6, If /4 ); (If / 3, -"jrr /4) 
we can actually resolve the system of equations (5): 
- , 
'(f.A)-n.3) (U~+-ul)2.,., t;A bll (ntj,B,).e/ I 1-4,Z,3 J 
(7-. It) (U" ... "'.' ) , ( VJ- .. "';a.' ) 
, 
.£ b"z. (-<,'f e,) e/' .I 
, ~-1 
("V.5") (v ... + « .. ,). ( V3 + IAn ~ b;1.3 ("';, e,') e .. 2 , i~..., 
(, 
(7-.{.) (Va +I.(;H IJ" of. .... 1> ... ~ bJ~ (<<:, 0 .. J ei 2 • 
• ,.,:A 
The coefficientsbln1(a 1'8 i) are given explici tely for k=Q in 
appendix C. We see there that at-l :bll(cxi,e.)r!o, so that in equa-
tions (7.1) to (7.3), all six ei actuallyloccur. Assuming that 
at any time ul+ui~o is true'1~, then by time averaging the primary /20 
sought quantities can be found: 
, 
e ) 2. ) "/2 ~f.l() ,- < r.3) u~ ... ( ~ b~l (":;, i ,e .. 1 1 '" 4,2, .. J , .. ., 
{. 
--; u.'l. (e.4) - ( S'. , ) uf;a. = £. bll (.(.~ S;J - 1 .. "", 2, 3, l 
" &-1 
e. 1 ) 
---
Co 
(co(. e·) e·"-{e. 7-) Utf't.ta' .... ~ b.,z - (j., Va.. ) I .,,, " l .. 
-,-, 
, 
( ... ; 9,) e.:~ (k. e ) .... :£. hz • - V ... (jA fA .. u J i';" , .I 
--'-, (A'.9 ) Va /..(4 
-
;Z.. b", l P(:. e i) e.: Z - (j3 V., 
.... ., 
If the average speed components Ul' U2, U3 are known, then 
equations (8.4) to (8.9) provide all ele~nts of the Reynolds 
stress tensor. Only the time averages e. 2 of the hot-wire 
signal s are needed, but no correlations 1 ie:-;;-:-, il-j. For stationary 
signals, these averages do not have to be'~e~sured simultaneously, 
rather, they can be determined in sequence. But the determination 
of the average speeds Ul is difficult since it seems as if the 
signals of six hot-wires are needed simultaneously. On the other 
hand, equations (7.4) to (7.6) are entirely dispensable if from 
(7.1) to 7.3) it follows: 
,6 1/2 
:U1 + ui ,,(i.,bll(Cli,e i ) e i 2 ) 1= 
so that from this, LJ 1 (l:1,2,:n and-UCu: (1,11'.,1,2.3) can be derived directly. 
The system of equations (7.l) to (7.6) is thus overestimated (likewise 
the syst:.em of equations (6.l) to (6.4». One can thus hope that an accurate 
analysis is possible with fewer than six simultaneous hot-wire 
signals . 
.l. 
AThe sign problem is discussed in section 3.2.1.1. 
8 
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If the velocity field is time-constant (uFu~=u~::O) then so also 
are the hot-wire signals. Equations (6.1) to (6.3) in this case 
give: 
= (e; - e.t ) I Z , 
0= (era. <4- ei')I2. - (efl-e./I.)/.?. ) 
.... (e.,.:z. - f!!: fa. ) /2 
Thus one can easily find a coordinate system by using the criteria: 
u>o. From (6.4) it follows: 
(/""'; ... ,1) . 
For a single hot-wire which is sloped by the angle a to the 
speed, in eeneral: 
3.2 Turbulent Flow 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
Initially it seemed that a hot-wire probe with six wires 
would be:meeded for a precise calculation of the average speeds. 
But actually we do not have 6 unknowns, but only three: 
u1 = U1+u~ , U2 = U2+u~ , U3 = u3+u! 
This suggests that in principle, three different hot-wire orienta-
tions will suffice for an exact analysis. The general case of a 
three-wire probe with three different hot-wire directions does not 
have a closed solution, but this is not an insurmountable obstacle, 
since we can find many special cases in which the desired resolution 
by velocity components is possible: namely, probes whose three hot-
wires are perpendicular to each other or those which lie in a plane. 
These cases will be discussed below. 
3.2.1 Orthogonal Three-Wire Probes 
Now imagine three hot-wires in the direction of the orthogonal 
coordinate axes B,1' '&2' '&3 and their signals denoted as e 1 , e 2 , e 3 . The 
system of equations (5) is simplified into the linear system: 
9 
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( e"z.) :~ . 
The solution to this pystem ot equations gives: 
Let us assume for the moment that for all times t: 
(11) 
(12) 
(13 ) 
i thus, the velocity vector.!;! = (u1 ,u2 ,u3 ) does not leave the octanden 
U 1 ' U 2 ' U 3>O. Then we have: 
, (14) 
and furthermore: 
Vz e2 ,I (15.1) 
, 
ei (15.2) "2 ) 
vJ' tit.. €',' it"'" ; 1 m .. 4, 2, 3 • (15.3) 1 Iv> , 
This result is formally quite simple. It was derived without 
approximations; the condition (13) is an easier condition than 
that needed for a series expansion luII«u. , but also means a 
restriction on turbulent intensity. Since the equation (14) is a 
linear relation between the fluctuations in speed and those in the 
hot-wire signals, eq. (15.2) does not apply precisely to frequency /23 
components. 
The turbulence intensi ty ~p and the correlation ulur~ (11m) 
were computed with respect to a coordinate system which is defined 
by the three orthogonal hot-wires. This coordinate system may not 
10 
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coincide with the flow-line-related coordinate system (Yl' Y2' Y3-
axis = tangent, normal, binormal of the flow line). Now 
if a component Ul disappears, then the corresponding condition (13) 
is violated even for low turbulence. It is most useful to place 
the main flow direction into the symmetry axis (.B.1+i2+-~3) of the 
coordinate intersection, so that 'I;':' ... ... 
e 1 '" e 2 '" e 3 
and thus 
Now if the speed fluctuations are to b~ determined with respect to 
a flow-line or a fixed coordinate system, they have to be transformed 
again after measurement (see section 8). 
3.2.1.1. The Sign Problem, Probe Symmetry 
Now when is 'ul (t)~O at all times? What are the consequences 
if an existing change in sign is ignored? How can one find the 
correct sign? . 
Viewed statistically, there can be sign changes in every tur-
bulent flow in the Ivelocity components. When the average velocity 
ponents U1 > 0, then only in case of low turbulence is the time· . interval with ul < 0 negligible. In general, from equation (12) 
it follows: 
and not: 
com-
If u1 +ul changes sign in the time history profile, then this is /24 
not noticed by a single hot-wire or by an orthogonal three-wi~e 
probe; both "see" a speed fluctuation where negative velocity values 
are handled as positive values of the same amount: 
1 
1 vom Hitzdroht 
.gesehene" Schwankung 
~ / ~ 
1\ 1\ 1\ 
I V \ I \ 
I .' \ 
I \ \ 
wirkliCh{ Geschwindigkeits- 2 
sChwankung 
Key: 1-fluctuation "seen" by the hot wire 
2-actual velotity fluctuation 
11 
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Using the example of a simple periodic step function, one can 
see how the average value and the signal scattering are invalidated 
by this reflection: 
j 
____ a 
--_.-
----
-_._-
u,/ul 
.... ---_ .... '------
----
Key: 1-apparent 2-actual 
- .. - u 
----Iu 
r-
(I) 
(t )1 
T 
I---Uscheinbo, 1 
I 
I 
I ~~CheinbQ' 1 
1 
- 2 
Uwirklich ~wirklic.f ul 
t 
--
In general it can be proven that the absolute value of the signal /25 
luet)1 has a higher average value and a smaller fluctuation than 
the actual signal u(t), when it assumes positive and negative values. 
The system of equations: 
is invariant against sign reversal of .~",( u, • u2'~J) Thus, there 
can be no unique solution to the system of equations by Y, rather 
with u a -u is also a solution of eq. (5). When thequaaratic 
forms- 3 1m <CiJ.,llj) are diagonal, i.e. BJ.m=D for l;fm, then (5) is 
( 5 ) 
also invariant to sign reversal for each individual component. 
With !!"(u"u2 ,u3 ) then also (.tu1 ,:tu2 ,tu3 ) are solutions of (5), so 
that there are 23=8 solutions. This is the case for the orthogonal 
three-wire probe. The ambiguity of the solution thus has to do 
with the symmetry level of the probe: A very symmetric probe gives 
less information than a less-symmetric probe. For this reason, 
it is recommended to examine non-orthogonal, asymmetric probes 
(sec. 3.2.2), although the solution of (5) is more difficult for 
~hese probes than for orthogonal probes. Naturally, the ambiguity 
of solutions is limited since the speed components are continuous 
functions of time. 
Also note that the ambiguity of the functional relation between 
hot-wire signals and the speed components plays a role when using 
one- and two-wire probes when they are used in flows of high tur-
bulence intensity. In theoretical investigations by Tutu and 
Chevray [16] and by Bradbury [17], whose results are presented in 
section 6, this so-called rectification error was estimated and 
recognized as important in high turbulence. 
12 
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3.2.1.2 Alignment of Orthogonal Three-Wire Probes 
Theoretically, only th~ wire directions are specified, but 
not their precise local positi,on. The three hot wires must be 
close together in order to resolve even small turbulence structures; 
on the other hand, they must be spaced far enough apart so that they 
do not interfere with each other, e.g. one wire should not lie in 
the wake of another--related to the average flow. Figures 3 and 4 
show possible probe desi§ns. These probes are invariant against 
rotations by 1200 or 240 about the '~1-axis (probe axis). The 
wire directions are perpendicular to each other, the angle c between 
the wire directions and the probe axis is 54.70 (precisely: 
~_ilrc cos (3)-1/2= arc sin «213) 1/2) the same angle as between the ledges 
bf a cube and the spatial diagonal. As long as the angle 6 between 
the instantaneous flow direction and the probe axis is sufficiently 
small, at no time will one wire lie in the wake of another: 
t1 ~ Ore Co. ( (1'3. + o.~.' (A- 1')'1. )-f/2. ) 
for the 'triangular" probe (fig. 3), e.g. A ~ 35.5° for 1'=0.5; 
{j !: i) = 54.7° for the "tripod probe" (fig. 4), regardless of 1'. 
The linear transformation between the base vectors x (1~ 
1,2,3) of the orthogonal coordinate system specified by the hot 
wires and the base vectors i1 (1=1,2,3) with £1 as probe axis, is 
defined by: 
( i-l ( A 1.f3 ~.. = A/fi 
!l/ 4/13' 
for the "triangular probe" or by 
(~) . ( 4/-/3 -2/11: /t/ff /tIff 
/tIff 4/.« 
for the "tripod probe". In both cases, we have: 
i.e. the probe axis is a symmetry axis. 
(16 ) 
( 17) 
Building such three-wire probes is surely not much more difficult 
than building X-wire probes. Whether and to what extent they can 
be used to advantage, must also be determined experimentally. But 
it is already obvious that the presence of prongs can greatly invali-
date the analysis in high turbulence, when the instantaneous speed 
direction deviates so much from the probe axis that hot wires lie 
in the wake of the prongs. 
13 
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For non-orthogonal three-wire probes, the ~ystem of equations (5) 
generally leads to 2nd, 4th and 8th degree equations for the 
velocity components, so that as a rule, no analytic solution can 
be found. The equation system is simplified for the case of a 
three-wire probe where the wires lie in a plane. 
A special case is discussed here, namely of a plane three-wire 
probe in the form of an isoceles right triangle: 
or 
/ 
We obtain ( : 
/'( 
/ 
and, from this: 
, 62." 0 ) 
(: -: ':" :J UU 
in conventional notation 
.,. 
14 
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Solving the system of equations'(~8) gives: 
! /.12- v 
- ( A + leA) [ i ea + J('~ e..12 + v'-' ] , 4 v< C4 e) 
u 4 2 
-
" v 
- 2: ez +/(1. e )2- + .- a. 11'1' e J 
2- 1: v It -t v 2 "'2.: U.J + e" + ::r e.a.} + e1 
=: 
"" . 
-: 
_2 
e~ 
-2 e z 
~:t 
e 3 
J 
(18.3) 
(19.1) 
(19.2) 
(19.3) 
The System of equations (18) is invariant to sign reversal of. 
i(u 1 ,lJ2 ,u3 ),(U2 ,L'3)' u 1 ' but not to sign reversal of u2 <;>r u3 alone. 
Consequently, the probe can be used advantageously ~n two ways: 
-In sufficiently low turbulence, as for the orthogonal probe, the 
i, axis can be chosen as the main flow direction, fig. 5. We then 
have: 
and 
The linear transformation of the base vectors 11 , II is: 
(20) 
-In severe turbulence, sign reversal of ul is expected. In this 
case, it is better to choose the xl-axis as the main flow direction, 
so that the probe triangle is perpendicular to the main flow direc-
tion, fig. 6. The signs of u2 and u3 can then be determined from 
equation (18.3), if we presume the fluctuations as constant: /30 
in time, if we know the signs at any given time, and if u2 and u3 
do not disappear simultaneously. We then obtain~: 
u" + Ie:;.l:· J 
U;L .. .ri,,, "'2 • ..f ;:2'" , 
/./, - .T;:J" (..oJ ,{ e3~~ . 
(sign u, >0 is presumed) 
(sign u2, sign u3 from 18.3 and one 
starting condition) 
Similarly, a plane three-wire probe could be used, whose hot wires 
forman equilateral triangle. The instantaneous speed vectors may 
only lie in the half-space u1 >Q in both cases. 
From a theoretical standpoint, it would be desirable to use 
the least symmetric possible probe, since this provides as much 
information as possible about the flow direction. That the 
15 
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system of equations (5) cannot be resolved analytically in this case, 
need not be an obstacle. If we are satisfied with a numeric solu-
tion, a fast computer time-signal can give the speed components 
and with the correct sign ( si;Jn u2 'sign U 1 and sign u3 'sign ). The 
sign ul must be obtained from an initial value and the continuous 
profile of ul or by other means (e.g. by an additional hot wire). 
Three-wire probes of different type for an improved measure-
ment of speeds in highly-turbulent flows were also suggested by 
other authors .. Rodi [18] points out that in principle, the instan-
taneous speed component could be determined from the signals of a 
three-wire probe by means of a digital data analysis. But he 
considers this. method to be very cumbersome and fears strong inter-
ferences between the three wires. Gaulier [19J uses an ortnogonal 
"triple-probe" by nrSA Co., whose wire arrangement resembles the 
orthogonal probe in fig. 3, but with a different prong design. 
Since Gaulier does not use a linearization of hot wire signals, 
he cannot use the advantage of the triple probe over an X-wire 
probe, since he needs a series expansion using small fluctuation 
quantities. In addition, in the analysis, ~rong relations are used /31 
between the average speed components and averages of the cooling 
rate (eq. (7) in l19]). The same triple probe of Gaulier is used 
by MOffat, Yavuszkurt and Crawford [20] to determine the instantan-
eous orthogonal speed components in highly-turbulent flows. The 
real time analysis makes use of analog techniques here. The sign 
problem in high ~urbulence is not discussed. Acrivlellis [21] 
!"uggests a triple probe as per fig. 6; he also
l 
states:'explicitely 
i10w the square of the speed componentsui=(ul+ul)· are calculated 
for linearized signals, but also does not a~scuss the sign reversal 
in higher turbulence. Fabris [22J developed a four-wire probe and 
a method of signal processing and analysis which is supposed to 
permit simultaneous determination of the speed components and 
temperature in turbulent boundary layers with temperature gradients. 
Of the three hot-wires which measure the speed components, two form 
an orthogonal X as in standard X-wire probes, whereas the third 
lies at a 450 angle to the lines of this X, and the fourth--to 
measure temperature fluctuations--is parallel to this perpendicular. 
By using extremely thin platinum-rhodium hot-wires (0.625 ~m diame-
ter), the wires should be "interference-free". If the angle between 
the probe axis and the instantaneous speed is greater than 300 , then 
even for these wires, distortion of signals by the prongs or the 
thicker, silver-coated wire ends cannot be avoided. 
3.3 Two-Dimensional Unsteady Flow 
In isotropic, turbulen~ flows or in boundary layers, the speed 
fluctuations in the direction of three orthogonal coordinate axes 
are of the same magnitude, so that no component can be neglected. 
But there are flows in which large speed fluctuations occur, not 
because of turbulence, but through other mechanisms and the speed 
vector revolves almost exclusively in a plane. Examples for this 
are the entrainment region of a planar or round free-jet, the flow /32 
at the outlet of radial impellers in ventilators or compressors, or 
16 
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the flow in the wake of axial-symmetric or two-dimensional bodies. 
These are simultaneously cases in which the instantaneous, local vel-
ocity vector cannot be restricted to a half-space or quadrant, but 
instantaneous ,back-flow occurs. Conventional ,hot-wire measurements 
will have to fail here since the standard formulas for analysis of 
the signals ignore the occurring sign changes of the speed components. 
But it is expected that an accurate hot-wire analysis in two-dimen-
sions will be much simpler than in three dimensions and that no 
three-wire probes will be needed, but X-wire probes will suffice. 
Let an X-wire (not necessarily orthogonal) lie symmetric to 
the xl-axis according to the assumptions in section 3: 
) o ~ C>( "" 7f 12 
D., .. e .. ·- 1, ",' e o ~ e {, 'Ir /2 J 
and let u3 - o. Then for the two signals el' e2, we have: 
ia..l - (1(~--1) CooJ ot· .$', .. ac . COl 9 ... 0 I (21) 
,1 of (k% -.-t) co.r
a
« > 0 
" 
l:I .. A with 
A +- ( k a -.-t) s;n~'" . c.-b$ 2$ :> 0 ) au .., 
a ... z ( k ~ - ,,., ) (0.1,(' S '" "', C l' 1 () ,,~ (I 
By substitution we see that eq. (21) has, the solutions: 
Now the choice of 0, 6 is basically open: 
a = * is an orthogonal X-wire probe 
( 22) 
a > 1!. is a blunt-angle X-wire probe (related to the opening 
4 angle, with the xl-axis as angle bisector) 
(l < ~ an acute angle X-wire probe /33 
e = 0 means that the X lies in the xl x 2-plane 
(regardless of the author's reservations ~e<i) describes 
e loan X-wire probe inclined by the angle e to the xlx 2-plane, 
even though speed components are measured only in this plane. 
8 22 = a'1 is true when C(lt~(l=cos26 thus applies only for blunt lOr 
right-angle X ( "0 ~ % ) • In the case where Icot 2 0 > cos 2 e 
(always true for acute-angle X), then 8'1 < a 22 
In general the lines: 
ra;;u1 
tano • 
u 1 "+ u2 ,,0 (45
0 
-lines) 
-.; ,1an u2 ,,0 (zero lines 
cos6u 1 -.; u 2 0 (projection 
xlx 2-plane 
of "1/2) 
of hot wires in 
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do not coincide. 
Example with 
(23) 
(24) 
1·---r---r-----4~-----~I----+.-­
u, 
Key: 1-projection of the X-wire 
As above, a sign problem occurs: We obtain equations only for 
but not for v.!:. In the case of (l11 /a 22 the sign can be deterttt 
mined if it i~ known at a beginning time and if vl and v2 do 
not disappear simultaneously (or ul and u2 simultaneously). 
Now if we look at 
(25) 
with I ) 
,t 11 IT then we find that thi s function has extreme values at Of:: :t ii :!: 1\'2 
(i.e. u1= ±U2 ) and no extreme values at:!: 4> ± mr, , when 4>1% • So when 
e and a are selected so that 4> I % ' then the following method gives 
the correct sign--at least in principle. Let v1>o, v2>o at t=to. ~f 
t1>to is the first zero point following vl or v2' then for toH<t1 
we also have v 1 ,v 2>o for continuity reasons. If at tl 
18 
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has no extreme value as a function of the time, then vl or v2 
changes sign, otherwise not. A fast computer thus could solve 
equations (22) with the correct sign of ul and u2. 
With two-wire probes, in principle the instantaneous values 
of speed of a two-dimensional unsteady flow could be determined. 
The same applies, as shown above with minor restrictions regarding 
sign, for suitable three-wire probes in a 3-dimensional\unsteadyf 
flow. From the time histoJ:;:Y of the speed components, in both cases-
the average speeds and fluctuations of any, high order can be 
determined, even when the fluctuations are very large. The sugges-
ted probes and the type of signal analysis are however, not in 
practical testing, so it is not known in what cases they are 
practically superior to conventional one and two-wire probes and 
the corresponding signal analysis. As long as one- and two-wire 
probes are used to measure unsteady flows, it is useful to 
consider conventional analysis of hot-wire signals more closely, 
in order to e3tim~e the systEmatic errors in larger fluctuations. 
4. Conventional Analyses of X-Wire Signals 
In sufficiently small turbulent flows, the average velocity is 
large compared to the velocity fluctuations at nearly alrtimes. In 
this case, from eq. (2') by a series expansion of the square root, approx-
imation formulas can be obtained. Such approximations nave been 
given by various authors, but many of these series expansions are 
cumbersome. One attempt to derive approximation formulas from a 
consistent series expansion by Bartenwerfer [23], gave in the 
second approximation previously non-standard correction factors 
for the turbulence quantity iJR/u 2 (l,m=l,2,3). 
In order to have fewer unknowns, one tries here to set the 
axis intersection so that U2 = U3 = O,or the xl-axis coincides 
with the main flow directLon. Finding a criterion for this is the 
first problem; the second problem to determine the average velocity 
U1 and the turbulence quanti ty ul u~. In symmetric flows, one wi 11 
naturally take the symmetry into account in the selection of the 
coordinate system: So for axial-symmetric flows without spin, the 
azimuth component of average velocity is zero, likewise the third 
component in two-dimensional flow. 
-'\ 
tt 
If 't;1he main direction of flow is not known precisely for 
reasons 01]: symmetry, then it must be known at least approX!imately 
for this method, so that an axis intersection '.8.1 ' .8.2 ' 2.3 can be 
selected so that the following equation applies to the speed compon-
ents: 
(26) 
Then equation (2') applies in the following form: 
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( 27) 
In (. are the first-order terms, and in T]2 are the second-(j)'ljder 
terms (T]2 not necessarily >~). According to: 
.[Af7 =- A + ~ x - ~ X 2. -I- .::, )( 3 - :"~a x.:. + 0 (If S" ) 
the root in (27) can be developed consistently when all is not small 
compared to 1. Normally, these developments (expansions) are given 
only down to the lowest orders for the sake of simplicity. But 
since in the literature sometimes 4th-order terms are found, the 
general expansion is performed to the fourth order as a check. 
With 
lJ.7e obtain: 
with 
e =-.J ~M' U" . [ A 0/- T .,. 1< ('It f - ~ Z) - r' '1 ('"'z x - P) -
-1£'I(2.-VI.).'t<"'l2.- S"fl) + o ((y;,,[.'S")] 
~. Ill.... .. ( au r ,3,,,_ aAJ) u,. "Il 
.!!:!l :::z- 'J. - - ;;;. --' -- 2-
- 2. 41~ U .. 2. + 2. a".. cOl..,,"- v" 
(28) 
Since it is already clear that hot wires in various orinetations /38 
are needed to determine the speed fluctuations, let us handle only 
the ortJ:togonal.X-wire probe below. For such an X-wire, lying 
20 
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thus have 
ell! (c(~, e~ ) 
/ 
- CI":z. ( 01 .. , G .. ) 
- a"3 (-<" e.,) 
+ au (eI." (),,) 
I 
" 
Ct,=Ct 2 = i and 62 "O,.:trr. Due to 
2 ... 4,2,3 I 
-~---
e. -ez ... .fil:;' u. . [ 2 -~ ~: +.2 ::>~ + 0 ( (~ I ~ t ) J (29) 
CllI" .. cEIl", (01"1 e.) 
All second-order terms cancel out. Thus, when a'2' a13~O' by first 
and second approximation, we have: 
u;. - v.J '" 0 (30) 
Thus, the orientation of the X-wire will be varied until e,=e2 
for all rotation angles o. Then, the x -axis is the mafn flow 
direction and u2=U 3=O. Or more accurately: U2/Ul and U3/Ul are 
then at least on the order of the 3rd order terms, that is, two 
orders of magnitude smaller than the lowest occurring terms.---
One must l:teeD in mind that the criterion (30) was derived for 
a placement of th~ Xl-axis from a series expansion and thus applies 
only for small, perhaps for medium, turbulence intens~ty. No one 
can say hmlJ far this condition is reliable; it can be viewed as a 
calibration of the hot wire. 
4.1 The Second Approximation 
After the alignment of the X-wire into the mean flow direction, 
one can use the series expansion (28) with U2=U3=O and terms up 
to second order. This seems reasonable since quantities of second /39 
order, e.g. u~uyu12 are to be computed. Since the two signals 
of the X-wire are available simultaneously, the time-averaged 
quadratic quanti ties' e,-/--;~ e1'~:' e;e; are avai lable to calculate the 
correlations ulu~ and the speed Ul . From (28) follows for one X-wire position, the By~t~ci of ~quations: 
:<-
1I"" 0 ~a~ -olt,~ <11.., a 33 - Clii1~ 0 2(~a21 ·-a,f2. q3) c:' 
Gl~ 4J a.,a .. 1. .a.,oJa 24<,% .2."4, Z\~J 2 a",8,. 
0 
elM" a,:: <'!1M .9'l.1 4. es. -2a".4t;. Z~ ... a;z.3 - 2a..../!J .. (31) 
2-
<!1M 
L 
.aM olt,., at~ - 2 <t,~ 41 ... lJ'J - 2 ~!: 
" 
2(q .. d 2,-7.<!I..t"';>J1) (> 
21 
u/ 
~ 
u~2. 
0 ul2. 
t./'",' 
., L 
fA; '~1' 
(.I; 4; 
_2-
e~l~ 
e,/ 
q4~ 
e....' 
e~e:. 
I 
J 
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The second and third equation of the system are precise, 
whereas in the first and fourth equation; terms from third order can 
be neglected. 
By transformation of this isystem of .equations, ~e obtain 
Cl"; 0 4t, "'" - it.: a., (~JJ - eta: 0 :2 ( a.., 0721 - a.,a a'A) 0 r l~ '2 
u~' 
o ~ 0 " 0 0 0 
n ttl: lid 
o o o 0 a...a.. .. 0 C4, Clu VI't ,
.. -
a"; 0 .2. .... "'1. 0 ' I U .. tof" (32) 
--
/ . 
"'L "', 
o o 
I'I !Ai 11, 
, 
= 4..,4' 
For resolution of velocities, two suitable positions of an 
X-wire probe would suffice. The usual practice dictates selection 
of four _ orientations, and to be sure, the angles 6=0, n; j, _ j; * _ ~1l; 
- %: ~1l since the resolution is simpler and nearly all correlations 
can be obtained from the measured values of one x-wire position. 
er is held constant at ~ and the corresponding hot-wire signals are 
again designated as e~, e 2 , e 3 , e(I' e s, e s ' e 7 , e a _ 
Thus one obtains a' non.Jlomogeneous linear system ot equations with 
seven unknowns and 16 equations. Not all equations are needed for the 
solutio~. Equations with the signals e 1 to e4 are preferred, so 
we obta~n: 
22 
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From equations (33.9) and (33.10), we have: 
which is an alternative to equation (33.5) with which one can 
ma:<e do with the determination of average values e 7/ B and i~ 
(33.1) 
(33.2) 
(33.3) 
(33.4) 
(33.5) 
(33.6) 
(33.7) 
(33.8) 
(33.9) 
(33.10) 
(33.11) 
Another possibility to calculate u~ is provided by eq. (6.2) with 
u2"u 3=o: 
-- A (;:'~ ;.;: _il +;} ) 
uJ. ... ; - ~ 2.. - .z. , 
and this formula is exactly correct. Equations (6.1) and (6.3) 
show that (33.4) and (33.6) are actually not approximations, but 
precise solutions. 
From eq. (33.7) to (33.10) we also find that in general, the 
average values e1/ 2 , e 3 / 4 , e~/6' e 7/ 8 are not all the same, and 
this can be confirmed by experiment. Deviations from the average 
values are related to the anisotropy of the turbulence. According 
(33 7) (33 9) :':T'2"7':TT 1+k2 ( __ 2- __ 2 1+k 2 ·(....::_2 __ '2 ___ 2 to . - • 'U2 -u3 = "f'+'k'T e 3 / ll - 8 1 / 2 ) = T.j(T e 5 / 6 + e 7 / 8 - 2e 1 / 2 ). 
Apparently, fJ 3/ 4
2 
:; e, /22 if and only if ur '" q"r; at the same time 
e;;-:/ " e;;;2 = t (e 5 /-;2 + 67/; 2 ) However, e;/i/ " 6 si-;/ is equivalent to~'U}" D. 
Since all averages e. are measured, one can define anisotropy 
factors: ~ 
(34) 
and from (17).7), (17.8), (17.2) we obtain: 
(35) 
23 
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For the local turbulence intensities and the normed Reynolds 
shear stresses, there follows: 
(37.1) 
--;"i 
'" (A+k. Z Y-' (e; - e,n~ . lA, F2 
.. u/ A-I<' it e"lZ. 2.. 
(37.2) 
~ 
:: ( A +k::" t (e';-e;Jl. }.2.. F2. _:.L u~ 1 If - k' It e),~ 2. (37.3) 
--r-; 
A +k>- ( e~ 1 - e~~) . u" t~1 ., F2. 
v/ ;1- kt I..t e",z 2. (37.4) 
(37.5) 
(37.6) 
4.2 The First Approximation 
In the first approximation, only the linear terms in eq. (28) 
are taken into account and all higher ones are neglected. 
e - ra::: U~, A + ~ of .B.s .. ..!:!.L [
I'
V" .1l.... u., +~,~ -I-i ] el".. V.. • ..... ' (38) 
With the same hot-wire orientations as above, one obtians a linear sys-
temof equationsin U1 , u!, which can be solved by these variables 
and which then gives the~desired time averages. We have: 
- (e!. 01- ej)2.. (e-/, + fI!.:J 2-U;1 (39.1) 
v"i' 
-::. It G; 2. 4'c?i/y;>" 
u~:a.. ('HkZ r (e..; - e,/)2 (39.2) 
V./ A-k" 4 8"1 ... 2-
.--;T ( A -I-k2. r. (e!t' .- e l ;2. 
...!!L ~ (39.3) v .. 2. A-/<" 4 e31't 
11]1,f*[ AoI-k2. (e:"z_,,;Z) (39.4) 
U/ = ;1- k>" 'fe.tllL <.. 
LJ' u' (~tr LeJ.' - e ~ , )l. (e, _, L~)2. ] (39.5) ~ g e.S'/, :z. -~-z u/ 11- I(~ e7-11 
24 
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(39.6) 
(39.7) 
The same result is obtained if we proceed from (38) and form 
to (;'1)2, ~. e/, e,e2 • There results an equation system analogous 
q~~ 0 
~ ~A.t ~ 
.2 
'" a.. n.j,f 
~:, at; 
- a .... · 
0 0 
~ aJ~ 
l 
a"z air 
-~ -iJ! 
-2-
e.,/a. 
0 
.z «I.c.it.l. 
-2 a.", 4.:. 
0 
0 0 u./ 
L< ,,. 
2.~a ... 2 "'".a", 
. .. 
0 IA' Z z 
2 Z! .. t. alA -2a..,a,s.., t;'i 
J 
- 2dt,ta"", 0 I , 1..I,f"':. (40) 
CAt' f.,f3' 
... ~ "': 
But a comparison with (31) shows that the relations between /44 
the speed fluctuations and the hot-wire signals are apparently wrong 
for weak turbulence. By ~ransformation we obtain the system of 
~quations analogous to (32): 
I:J~~ 0 0 0 0 
0 d~~ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2C1M a.,.. 
0 0 
2-
"'4 ~ a3. 0 
0 
0 
0 
2a-1:dJA 
0 
0 
.2 et4f <'J3of 
0 
_2 
e,.,2, 
~1 "'~2. 
u'2. 3 
-" j 1.( ........ LI~ '"'~ 
"'; I.(~ 
f (e}Z - e;2.) 
~ C e~-:: c/,)i J 
Now the first and second approximations differ only by that 
equation conta1ning the average speed U1 , whereas the other equa-tions contai ning only the fluctuation qUBptities e:/2 • ui , are iden-
tical. Thus, via a wrong interim result, we have come to a partly 
correct end-result. But this is not mere chance: If we proceed 
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e == -J q... u.{· [ A + " -I- 1 hl2. - rio) + 0 ( C. f/"'l )3)] I 
then a linear approximation follows: 
e. - ~dA'; VA [ .A + r] , 
e: ... .Ji!J~'" u~ [A + ,] / 
e I .... e.'- e: .... .Ja..,. V" . r I 
e'i ... UCi.4::: u .. )2.. ,,2 I 
in quadradic approximation: 
e ... ../Q,,~ UA [ A + Y + 1 ( ~ 2 - T.2.) J ... 
e - -Ja"".' U" [ A -I- f + 1. ("'tz - ;"2.) J ... 
e' - -Ia"L." U" [ l' + 1. ( "lt2.- '1t.2. - 12. + ~z.) ] .-
e/z.. ... t~a ..... U .. )2.· ~'Z .... 
Apparently, the relations between the quadratic fluctuation 
guanti ties eTI' and ''f'7 are the same in both approximations ,_but not 
e. This means that according to the first approximation, e should 
be independent of e, whereas this does not apply for the second 
approxj'_matton. 
Equations (39.1) to (39.7) with k=O give relations which apply 
for lov.7. turbulence and slight tangential cooling; . these have long been 
known. For greater turbulence and inclusion of tangential 
cooling, this first and the second approximation give the following 
corrections: 
-The "k-correction", expressed by the prefactors ill 
1<1+k 2 )/(1-k 2 »)2 •. (1+k 2 )/(1_k 2 ) in (37). This correction is also provided by 
the first approximation and is easy to see since the coordinate 1 
is assigned the factor 1, and the coordinates 2 and 3 are assigned 
the factor (1+k 2 )/(1_ K2). This correction was already given by Cham-
pagne and Sleicher [24] for some turbulence quantities (eq. 39.2 
and 39.4), if we take into account the identity 
(
1 +k2J 2 1 +k2 
r:k7 = i-3k2+4kq 
valid for small k. 
-The "turbulence intensity correcti>on", specified by the term 
f A - 2 ----_':L:t.2Js::.. . (e': - e;'Y V - k .y. '" e::;t; 2. 
This correction has been given by other authors [25, 26, 27]. 
For turbulence levels up to 0.5, it amounts to about 50%. 
-The "anisotropy correction" which is specified by the values for 
the anisotropy coefficients A.u.v • This correction is not provided 
26 
by the linear approximation. It means that the linear approximation 
.;is permitted only for the isotropic turbulence (>'=U=v=1). 
Figures 7-9 show the correction factors F2 and >.2 r2 as well as 
the corrected average speed Ul for varidus values of the turbulence 
parameter. For si~plicity, the quantities are presented as functionsiof 
£1/2 :: [<~''::-<TP"/4 e-;i;2f/2for fixed parameter values of k and x, although 
the anisotropy coefficient >. surely depends on the turbulence inten-
sity. For.\=1 the values >.2F2=F2 coincid~ According to the relations 
at a plate boundary layer, where up > u32 > u22 applies, when x2 
is the coordinate perpendicular to the plate, the corrections are 
denoted only for the case ).2::;1, since in every case the axes xl,x2 
can be selected so that we have ).2~1. Estimations from measurements 
show that the factor ). generally is al~ost equal- to 1; about 0.95<),<1 /47 
From eq. / 37...:1:.l.. follows: 0 4;. £",/2. ~ A / R (0" k " 0.2) 
when 0 ,J. .... 14 / u/' ~ o. [;" 
and we shall limit the discussion to this very region. 
It turns out--and this can be shown analytically--that the 
correction factors F2, ).2F2 rise continuously with k and £1/2 , but 
they fall continuously with A. The influence of the tangential 
cooling factor k is small for small turbulence intensity (small £1/2) 
and weak ani sotropy (>.:.;1), but grows rapidly with bpth qqanti ties. 
The influence of turbulence intensity on the correction factors 
is similar in all cases; the curves rise continuously with, c,/2 
and are convex to the bottom. For an anisotropic turbu1E:mce, we 
have F2>~F2 The anisotropy of the turbulence has a strong in-
fluence on the correction factors. In particular, A has a great 
effect on F2. 
5. Analysis of the Quadratic Signals 
The attempt to use the quadratic signals e 2 alone for the hot 
wire analysis would eliminate the square root expansion since this apparent-
ly leads to a systemmatic error in the analysis. Rodi [t8] found 
that one can calculate the values 1I 12 +u,2, ~2~' u32 , U;uI from the 
quadratic signals of three suitable hot-wire directions, if we 
presume u2 =u 3 =o ; but it is not pos si ble to compute the average 
speed U1 . In order to determine this, Rodi refers back to the 
series expansion. He supposes that in the case of strong turbulence, 
this method is still better than the conventional one, sLnce 
the series expansion is used only at this point. 
Another attempt to avoid the series expansion comes from Acriv-
lellis [28] to [31J. He proceeds from the time averages;e:l, e",,;r-~ 
of differently-oriented hot wires and derives equations for the 
turbulence quantities uiu~ (l,m=l,2,3) , which are supposed to be valid 
for any level of turbulence. This unrestricted validity must be 
doubted since in the course of the analysis, no sign problem occurs; 
and as we know from section 3.2.1.1, this is unavoidable for larger 
27 
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turbulences. Actually, Acrivlellis gives a functional relation 
between the fluctuation signal ;Ii and the turbulence quantity ulu! 
(eq. (21) in [28]), which is not derived and which leads to a 
linear relation e~ U (eq. (24) in [28]), regardless of the turbulence 
intensity. From other investigations, it follows that such an 
exact linear relation does not exist (Bartenwerfer [.32]). Thus, 
of the results of Acrivlellis only one is exact and was used in 
the derivation of eq. (21) or (24}--the other results are approxima-
tions for low turbulence intensity. In a later work [21], Acrivlellis 
also stopped using such a 'linear relation, in this case he did not 
find any exact solution for all sought quantities 'u1 ' ulu! for 
X-wire probes. 
So if an exact analysis with a two-wire probe is not possible, /49 
then there are yet several possible approximations in the case of 
low turbulence. A very close approximation is to proceed from 
the averages ei 2. e2' t e" e2, e,ez of an X-wire probe, instead of the 
usual ei 2 , e/, ;-'2,e/. 'E;;e; We thus avoid a square root expansion, but in 
order to get solvable equations, we must neglect terms greater than 
2nd order in. the fluctua.tions in the second approximation in the 
terms . e,2 e / If U2 =u 3 =o again, or if the criterio.n (30) 
approximateT'y exists, then one obtains the following system of equations 
analogous to eq. (31): 
:t. 2o! .2~Sz.. .2a""ClJ1 4q,f.(~ It aM CJn ~'~f<t11 II ... 
f.I! 2.q,.! 2a..<.Ju 2. eJ4.l!.n 
- 4' o!I.wlLr2 ·It it", au - 4'::"ZlJ.< 
2- 6~~ 2~"a ... +4'~ .2~a3J+¥~~ Al4u 2la. or .il<: lL,:i 4- 't a.. a"J A2.aM QJ< # a ... 
ll .... • Ga...:- 24,. a", .,.<'( q.~ .2q,.,a.n -t-4~.r~ -,a "-t.D.t~ l!a'2~} +'r'a... l)z~ - <12 4<. aJ< 
a,; (,3.; 
.2 JI1"" 8 ... - 'fil .. ~ 2a4,a~! - o/~ 0 -lr"'4..a" + 'r'~02.'< 0 
/ 
r u..~ [-., (42) e.., 
;;]1, (j.t' -~ e"-II;' . II .. a "-
;;p- . u~ 2. "". le .. ;-.y.-;;:. U,,"-
eZ,'" ui '-< •• U., 2 
l ... ; "" . 1.1 ... " ~ 
_... . ... \ -~ _. __ .-
This system of equations is derived in more detail i_n Appendix D; the 
other transformations and computation steps are presented there also. 
As the final result, we obtafin: 
2 _2.] --
:!...f (c,{+c}J - :'<'2 . F. 2 
It 4' c,,/2. .,. I 
(43.1) 
(43.2) 
(43.3) 
(43.4) 
(43.5) 
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,If + k 2.. , -:t [ (Ce - c. 3 L) ] , ) 2.., F. 2. 
If - k2. 't 4 C.3/t ~ 1- '1 
't - 2. -2. I( - 2. A -2. ('(~k .. )2' C-fIZ 'F'} - (-1+"'")2. C3/~ , A'ta.· Fj!-
If _2. ,If -z. 00/ _2. d... _, 
.... {d+ kl. if. ' CG1, 'r,. ... ' Fr - (do- k:t) ~ C. ~/.. ' "t' F,. I 
C :-
- z, -:L ( Co z. .,. Col. ) c,I.t' ::::';J.. • 'J 
2. __ 2./ _z 
).?- : - C3/S- '--tIl. ; 
_2./ __ l. 
J't'l.. :.. C.K1' c..-tll../ 
_2./ _2 
C. 7/R ( 'fIt. ~ 
Of- k"J( /If k,2-J. 
2("-k. ... ) , 
(43.6) 
(43. 7) 
(43.8) 
(43.9) 
If we compare equations (43.1) to (43,9) with equations (37.1) 
to (37.6), (34) and (36), then a strong formal similarity is 
found. Bu! Eegarding the quadratic signals, note that for turbulent 
signals, c11c2 etc. applies, thus the appearance of tHese differences 
in formulas (43.1), (43.2), (43.3), (43.5). 
Also, in th~s analysis there is a linear approximation. This 
resutts formally from the second approximation, by settingF Q .. 1 
and .di/fo. The approximation FQ=1 , but possiblYdi/io is called 
quas~-l1_near . 
Measurements with X-wires in turbulent flows could show whether 
the results computed with the quadratic signals differ significantly /51 
from the conventional approximations (sec. 4.1 and 4.3). In sec. 6 
these approximations will be included in the numeric testing of 
conventional analysis formulas. 
6. Numeric Check of Some Approximations 
The formulas named in sections 4 and 5 fail when the turbulence 
inte.nsity is high, since in the derivation "sufficiently" low tur-
bulence was presumed. In the measurement, the question is more 
real: How large are the ~rrors in computed turbulence quantities 
~~/u in the various approximations? By experiments it is not 
possible to answer this question since no exact analysis is known 
(e.g. a's per sec. 3) which is also reliable in practice. Through 
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a principally different measurement method, e.g. Laser-Doppler 
anemometry, an experimental comparison would be possible; this 
will only be generally accepted as a check of the one measurement 
method if we know which method is more reliable and accurate, 
especially for high turbulence intensity~ There is still no 
agreement on this. 
One can suppose that the accuracy of the series expansion 
by smalL fluctuation quantities is more a mathematic than a physical 
problem and that the used formulas can be tested with simple func-
tions. These functions do not have to describe real, stochastic 
turbulence signals, they only have to describe correctly the tur-
bulence intensities in the three coordinate directi~ns and the 
correlations between the components, including perhaps the bulging 
factor r=~/~2 which plays an important role in other correction 
formulas (Vagt [27]). If these assumptions are correct and if the 
functions are also to be easily integrable, the possibility arises 
of checking formulas used for turbulence quantities by means of 
computer. 
For the periodic step function: 
. { .,-;is - -tIc' I 0 ~ t.' ~ J 
:J('f.~.s,6') - -(;f/~)/";"".s--tlr, .r~ t'& c;-
o , ().r. t'''" 
continued periodically on the whole t '-axis, 
wi th 0<5<0<1 
2 
1H r---
1 
0 -- !. • 
1 
e.fap;rl . 
•• 0.20 
41 _OL5, 
1 1 'n~ 
? V2 0 112 
"-
we have (see Appendix E) 
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r if I ~ .. ~ 
o 
./ 
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1 .. 1 (~ 4(<> ) 
"., - Ii" S + ;tIs _ rtl.- ,Ob ITI~ S ./ 
,.,-, 41t> oS If, 1..-1 ~ 6"-S 
- (?' . -"IS - rt/(/' I ' 
- A -I- /..-1/6'" 
o 
I r.>··S 6 lorl ~ ~ ./ 
, tS'" '" lorl " "'/Z , 
periodically continued for other r, 
. f ' 1. 2s~o::: 2" • 
o 
-112 o 
Beispiel: 
s.0.20 
o • 0.'5 
t --
1 
Key: i-example 
o 
111 
For the imagined speed fluctuations, we now set: 
U' 
::.t 
U 
1 .. 4, Z, 3 ; 
(45) 
In order to use only meaningful parameters Ai f I'l' S, (1, known experi-
mental results can be used; here, the works by Elsenaar and Boelsma 
[27], Charnay [28], Dechow [29], and unpublished measurement results 
of Lehmann [30], in order to estimate the value-range of the follow-
ing turbulence quantities: 
C.1h' ,-
" ,I. e.:. ... -~ 
u'~ 
" 
i 
(46) 
Although the named papers pertain to entirely different test 
arrangements; 'they were measured in -regiOtlS of different turbulence 
intensity and anisotropy, and with hot-wire technology [33-35] or 
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with Laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) [36]--figures 10 to 16 show 
examples--the following uniform ~ange of parameters results: 
-isotropic turbulence 
-two-dimensional boundary layer 
-three-dimensional boundary layer 
C2 = c3 = 1. 
Clm = 0 (h,m) ; 
~.3 S C2 $ C3 $ 0.6 • 
I'C121 = 0.3-0.4 
IC D ~ C23 "" 0.0 
0.4 5 C2 $ c3 S 1.1 • 
fc1ml = 0.0-0.3 • 
Ic23 1 $ Icni s IC'2 1 (with exceptions) 
(47.1) 
(47.2) 
(47.3) 
The x -axis was always the direction perpendicular to the two-
dimensionat boundary layer. For the turbulence intensity C1 we have: 
0.001 $ c1 $ 0.05 for the hot-wire measurements (turbulence 3-24%) 
for the LDA measurements at the round, free-jet 
(turbulence 30-110%) 
Accordingly, the following parameters are selected for the 
numeric test: 
-isotropic turbulence 
o 6 AofJl. ~ O. Z f) , 
I~ .. "/$, '.t," 0 I rl .. "''' "',f/~ , 
U" ;f/8 ,S."" £''''''' 0.0,1>5'/ 
-two-dimensional boundary layer 
o ~ A,,2 '" O.2$" .I 
Af / A/ - Ii: I A.f - o. J;' / 
r" ". (A - O.I()/(.(/s + '/(,f1s-3))/ 
-three-dimensional boundary layer 
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,... .. 3 ion •. AO 
(48.2) 
r • .3 b ...... AO 
() '" A/ tt: O. 2.6 I 
,'I 
r" .. :f ( A + C) . oS, r .. = 0 -' t3 ... .2 -t;, , 
,.,,;~ C or O.A J 0..3' I 
Q" 2 s g .;1/.1 
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C2, .. o. S-
/ 
c.~ = 0.7 / 
Details of the numeric calculation can be found in the programs in 
Appendix F. 
Before presenting the results, three problem areas have to be 
mentioned. The procedure in the numeric test differs from the 
measurement with an X-wire probe since the xl-axis of the former 
can be set as the main flow direction (Uz=u,=o) • With increasing 
turbulence intensity, differences ie1.,eZ' e,-Ei .. result which point 
up the limitations of the method. The measurement begins--as 
explained above--with the search for the main flow direction, but 
the criterion for this: e 1 =e 2' e I =e ~ is valid only for low turbulence 
intensity. For greater turbulence, in this manner we do riot find 
the sought flow-line specific coordinate system, rather one with 
average speed components U 2 ,u,to • The turbulence quantities are 
thus not only inaccurately measured with increasing turbulence 
tntensity due to the series expansion by the fluctuation quantities, 
but in addition they are described in a "wrong" coordinate system. 
These two sources of error are thus two sides of the same coin, 
namely the approximation nature of the series expansion. 
The step functions used for the test can indeed simulate 157 
the turbulence intensity and the correlations of the speed compon-
ents, but the slope E=gl/(,i?)~2 depends greatly on the selection 
of parameters s,o (see appendix E). For the used values (5,0) = (1/6, 1/3) 
or (0.0655, 1/3) it follows (r,E) = (3.0~ or (10,2.6). Whereas for 
the low bulge factor f=3 the slope E actually disappears, as 
expected, for the high bulging factor r~1D one obtains a large 
slope for the test functions of 2.6. Now in the series expansions 
the factors for terms of higher order are small compared to 1, 
but appear to be les~ suitable for such signal analyses, which 
presume a neglect of uneven powers of the fluctuation quantities 
(e.g. Vagt [27]) .. 
Finally, one could doubt whether the used test functions lead 
to representative error estimations. The supposition also arises 
that the errors in the turbulence quantities are overestimated, 
since in the specified profile of speed, only the extreme values 
are taken, in addi~ion to the averages. The probability disbribu-
tions of the speed components are discrete with only three possible 
values, thus they are not normal distributions. We shall later 
compare our results with those of Tutu and Chevray [16] and Brad-
bury [17], where normal-distributed speed fluctuations were pre-
sumed. 
The results of the numeric test are presented in figures 14-24 
as foilows: In constant conditions 
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various turbulence quantities U~/U2 are plotted as a function of 
the turbulence intensity in the direction of the xl-axis, :u:rr/u~ . 
This turbulence intensity varies from 0 to 0.25 or from 0 to 0.05. 
(Greater turbulence intensities than 0.25 were only computed for 
testing, and it was found that in these cases, the computed results /58 
lead to entirely wrong results). The quadratic quantity Uf/u 2 
is plotted as the abscissa, since quadratic quantitiesUTij"T"/u 2 are 
to be determined. In the described procedure, the exact ~uantities 
ulu~/u2 are linear functions of the intensity u"P"/u 2 and are repre-
sented in the figure as lines, e.g. 
The error in the various approximations shows up as a deviation 
from these lines. As relative error, we define 
[ 
( ~I uo:,) ( 11; ""':'1 ] / ( ~-I 
Alln -- u~ app;~x. ~ exact U ~ ) exac;t' 
which can be positive or negative. As, a second, non-linear 
abscissa, the turbulence degree {~/U2 is used, it extends from 
the interval 0 to 50% or 0 to 22% respectively. Now we shall 
discuss individual results. 
Figure 14 shows the relative fluctuations uI 2 /u 2 (l=1.2.3)as a 
function of increasing turbulence intensity o{u"l /U~~O.25 for i so-
tropic turbulence, as provided by the analysis of the "normal" 
signal e in first, second and specifically fourth approximation. 
The tangential cooling is neglected here and in the following 
figures (k=O); the bulging. factor is set as f',,3. (The influence 
of these two factors will be discussed later). For this parameter 
selection results the linear approximation (solid curve) in the 
whole region 0~('U:r2/U2 )::;0.25 as a good approximation just for this 
quantity ~2/U2, but gives too small values throughout. The second 
approximation (long dashes) gives too large values throughout and 
deviates in the entire interval more greatly from the actual value 
than ,the first approximation. The special, fourth appro~imation 
of Vagt [26](short dashes) proves to be best here; even at a max. 
turbulence intensity of 0.5 it gives a value too small only by 
ca. 1.3%. The relative errors of the first, second and fourth 
approximation at <'U.fZ/U 2)aO.1S are -4.5%, +25.5% and -0.0%. The 
turbulence intensitiesu~0'llu2 and iip"/u2 prove to be equal in /59 
the approximations, as must be the case for isotropic turbulence. 
The accuracy of the approximations shows a somewhat different 
trend than for U~2/U2: Of course, the first and fourth approximations 
again give too small values, and the second gives too large values, 
but the second approximation differs from the actual value by less 
than the first one and proves to be the better one here. The 
relative errors at (uTi/v 2 )=0.15 are -21.1%, +3. 3io and -1.1%. 
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Figure 15 shows the relative fluctuations 'U1 2 /u 2 01=1,2,3) for 
the same parameter, but this time determined2in first or second approximation from the "quadratic" signals e. Apparently, in 
this case the analysis of the quadratic signals leads to much 
greater errors than the analysis of the normal signals e. Of 
course, the second approx. proves to be more accurate than the first 
in the entire range, but for turbulence intensities >0.05 it deviates 
considerably from the true values. The reI. errors at (ui X/ U2 )=0.15 
amount to -57.8% or -18.9% for.up/u 2 and -51.1% or -25.6% for 
u~!37!U2 It will be shown whether the analysis of quadratic 
signals generally lead to greater errors than the analysis of normal 
signals. 
In fig. 16 the reI. fluctuations Uor/u 2 (1=1,1,2) are shown 
again; they are obtained from the normal signals and plotted for 
a small range O;(ii':f/ U2 ):: 0.05 of turbulence intensity (compared to 
fig. 14), thus for turbulence levels 0 to 22.4%. It turns out 
that in this region, the turbulence intensity ur'/u 2 can be 
defined practically without error by the first or fourth approxi-
mation, but the turbulence intensities ufh/ U2 are defined with 
equal accuracy by the second approximation. Figure 17 shows the 
same quantities as fig. 16, but they are computed here by tg§ . 
quadrattc signals. The second approximation proves to be useful 
for this region of small to moderate turbulence, but stays clearly 
behind the analysis of normal signals. 
Figure 18 shows the same quantities as fig. 14, but now for the /60 
case of non-isotropi~ turbulence. The selection of parameters 
ii}T/u.r'= 0 • .3, U'{.f'/U'p",,0.5, U{t)y(Jtr{:~Y)= -0.4, U[UI/({fJ'p''''yflfr,) "i:i~UJ/(rup".{~'i') " 0 
should simulate a two-dimensional boundary layer. In comparison 
to fig. 14, all approximations of the "normal" analysis for tur-
bulence intensities o:::ur~/ U2~O.10 prove to be just about as good as in 
the case of isotropic turbulence. Above ;;P-/U 2 =O.10 to 0.15, in all 
approximations a clear bending off from the exact linear profile 
occurs, which even leads to negative gradients for U~'3/U2 , but 
to very large errors for all turbulence quantities. For 0$U~2/U2 
the second and fourth approximations are more accurate than the 
first,) however, not· to the same extent as for iso~ropic turbulence. 
Figure 19 again shows the turbulence intensities ui2/U· (1=1,2,3) 
computed with the linear and secqnd approximation of the quadratic 
signals. Whereas the first approx. proves to be definitely in-
accurate, the second one lies surprisingly close to the true vaLues 
in contrast to the case of isotropic turbulence. A plausible 
explanation cannot be given for this. 
Figure 20 shows computed approximation values for the sole 
shear stress quantity 'UTU1/u 2 , which does not. disappear in the 
two-dimensional boundary layer. In the upper part of the figure 
we see that ~he normal signal leads to good approximation values, 
a..§_.long as 1I~2/U2<O.10. As in fig. 18 for the turbulence intensities 
ul l /u 2 , for values above (~P'/U2 )",0.10 to 0.15 there resul ts a clear 
bending of the approx. curves from the exact lines. The analysis 
of the quadratic signals--middle part of the figure--only gives good 
results here for the first approximation. The lower part of fig. 18 
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shows that the striking deterioration of various approximations 
above U1a./U2~O.15 is related to the approximation character of the 
calibration criterion for finding the average flow direction; see 
section 4. In contrast to measurements, here we have set U2=U3=0. 
From a certain turbulence intensity, a difference of 61-62"° results. 
Thus it can be concluded that above this certain value of turbulence /61 
intensity, the specification of the flow-related coordinate system 
!(U,=u>o, u2=u 3=O) is problemlp.tic. 
From eq. (6.1) we can derive the relation between:uiu~/u2and 
the difference of averages e,-e 2 : For U2=u 3=O it follows form (6.1): 
and again: 
\-" '1 "/~ - LJ'- xact = [ l ' ') f2, ~ -. u~ A.tapp. iF .. - eo. ] ---- "" e.. + e:~ 
{F from eq. (36)).1 
So if e,>e 2 , then the 2nd approx. gives too large values, for 
8 1 <13 2 too small. Fieure 20 confirms this and also the quantitative 
relation if we note that here ·u,u2<D. 
In the case of a three-dimensional boundary layer, all correla-
tions U[ur (11m) are different from zero. In the following figures 
the pararrreters 'UY/uP-"o.s, C12·/U{""O.7, u{u£l~P:'~: ..fjjp~u{u~H~'p·,jF -D.3 
and ;J£uy(UP·u¥, ... 0.13 were selected. Since the analysis of the quad-
ratic signals leads to worse results than the analysis of normal 
signals almost everywhere, only results of the latter are shown. 
Figure 21 gives the turbulence intensities iip"/u2 and U~l./U2 in first 
to fourth approximat~ons. The various approximations do not 
differ significantly here. The curves are similar to the case of 
2-dim. boundary layer (see fig. 18), especially the same bending 
of the curves from the exact linear run in the range of turbulence 
intensity('u~2./uZ)~0.10-0.15 is found. The errors above 0.15 are about /62 
the same magnitude and below 0.10, they are slightly larger than for 
the 2-dim. boundary layer. The same thing applies for the shear 
stress quantity U~U~/U2, fig. 22, upper section. The approximations 
differ only a little from each other, but exhibit very large errors 
above iJF/u 2 :> 0.10. Above 'l'i':fT/U1=O.17S all approximations for 
this parameter selection give a wrong sign. For aLl turbulence 
intensities, the error in ulu~/u2 is greater than for the 2-dim. 
boundary layer. The lower part of fig. 22 shows U~/U2 and the 
fi~st approximation gives improbably accurate values, even for 
extremely high turbulence intensity of 0.25 (~ 50% turbulence level). 
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But this result cannot be generalized, since it is a result of 
the special selection of parameters. The profile of'u~uVU2 
over the turbulence intensity u?/u 2 , fig. 23 top, is again 
"normal": For turbulence intensities below 0.10 good approxima-
tions, above 0.10 large errors increasing quickly with the turbulence 
intensity. The lower part of the figure again shows:(e.,.e2 )/(e,+e2 ). 
representative for the other differencesi(ei-ei+,)/(ei+e i+~)' i~3,5,7, 
whose profile is quite similar. As in the case of a two-dimensional 
boundary layer, we see a sudden rise in these differences in the 
same region 'U'p"/U 2 ::O.10.0.15 in which the frequent bending of the 
graph (mentioned above) of different approximations from the 
exact profile occurs. 
If we summarize previous results, then we find: 
-All examined analyses of hot-wire signals based on series expan-
sion by small fluctuations, lead to systematic errors in all 
turbulence quantities i:i.iU~/U2 (l,m=l,2,3) for a high turbulence inten-
sity 
-The analysis of the "squared" signals usually leads to worse 
results than the analysis of "normal" signals and can thus be 
discarded. 
The systematic error is linked with the approx~ma,.1=ion.character 
of the criterion for finding the direction of the a~e~~ge speed 
and to specify a I1flow-line specific" coordinate system. 
-The turbulence intensities uIT/u2 (1=1,2.3)are as a rule computed with /63 
a smaller error than the shear stress terms ulu~/u2 (l~m), if these 
are different from zero. But this was already expected, since 
the latter terms are generally almost an order of magnitude 
smaller than the former. 
-The different approximations are loaded with errors of comparable 
magnitude for high turbulence. In particular, it is not true that 
the higher approximation is generally the better one.---
-One can distinguish three regions of ascending turbulence inten-
sity (naturally somewhat arbitrarily within the limits) in which 
the approximations are good, use'able and useless: 
Region jj1"i'/u 2 Fur1'/u 2 
. 1 i U, [%J Illllltij"lblmll~m[%J 
1 0.0.05 ~~ G'7!O 0 - 'I LID 
II 0.05-0.10 22-32 
III > 0.10 > 32 
0-50 }o-Uber 
a··uoer 100 100 
Key: iiber=more 
than 
-For regions II and III, or regions of high and very high turbu-
lence intensity, the deviations of approximation values from the 
actual values can become very 'great and depend on the turbulence 
structure without any discernable trend. In region I, the devia-
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tions increase slowly with the turbulence intensity by a minimum 
quadratic amount. 
Since in many casesdturbu1ent flows, the turbulence intensity 
is less than 20% and since in this range the systematic error 
increases by the series expansion by the small fluctuation quanti-
ties in a monotonous manner with the turbulence intensity, then 
by consideration of as many results aS'possib1e we could check 
whether the interaction of turbulence structure and tangential 
cooling affect the error in a discernable manner. For this purpose, 
in tables 1 to 3 the errors il1m in the turbulence intensity "Uf7U 2 :O.05 
(turbulence degree 22.4%) are presented for a large number of 
parameter values of It.,r. UV/u~'I', UV/i.JV and uiu~/(WgT.'). As an example 
fig. 24 also shows the influence of tangential cooling and of the 
bulging (convexity) factor r on 'u~2/u2 for region I. In this /64 
example, the influence of tangential cooling is low, but that of 
the bulging factor is great. 
Tables 1 to 3 point up trends, but no invariant rules. In 
general, the studied systematic er~or increases with increasip3 
anisotropy of the turbulence, and also with increasing bulging 
factor r. The tangential cooling changes the error only a little, 
but it can be larger or smaller. The result presented above that 
the turbulence intensities are determined more accurately than the 
shear stress terms is also confirmed. If the latter disappear, 
then the approximations give the value zero, even at high turbulence. 
But for finite values, the error can apparently be up to 95%, ,and 
the bulging factor rioes not have to be large. In the example with 
this large error (table 3, 3rd and 4th line), a 3-dimensional 
boundary layer is simulated with 
-.....,../ (f7:-iT" r-:.1T) 0 0 u1 u2 ~u1 1 u2 = M.1 I 
jj1'ijT / ( ~ u""- ..f(JTf') - 0 • 1 0 1 3 l' 3 
u~uV({~;p,rfifl) = 0.27 
The large errors occur ill the quantities ulu1/u 2 and u,uV U2 , which 
are determined one order of magnitude too small. At even greater 
turbulence intensity, a wrong sign even occurs and even greater 
errors . 
. For small bulging factors (r~3) in the case of isotropic tur-
bulence at the point lif!'/u 2 =0.os , the maximum error of turbulence 
intensi ties 'U"p'/u 2 for the first, second and fourth approximations 
is 12, 10 and 6%; for very high bulging factor(r.10)20%, 31% and 15%. 
For anisotropic turbulence (two- and three-dimensional boundary 
layer) the corresponding max. errors are 14%, 16% and 14% (r=3) 
or 32%, 29% and 31% (f .. 10). (The large errors 6 33 given in the table 
for the fourth approximation were not taken into account because 
they arise from the incorrect assumption 'Up'='UV) • For the 2-D 
boundary layer, the max. error ~A12t:'B% at low lAand 61% at large 
f. In the 3-D boundary layer finally, the named ma~. error of /65 
around 16121"'96% occurs even for small bulging (convexity) factor. 
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-For turbulence intensities between 0 and 20%, the tubbulence 
quanti ties uI U~/U2 are determined wi th an error which depends on 
the turbulence structure with no discernable trend. Thus no 
method can be given for correcting this error. For the shear 
stress term, this error can become so large that its determination 
at turbulence intensities above 20% must be placed in question. 
Tutu and Chevray [16] showed in 1975 that in the determination 
of the average speed U and of the turbulent fluctuations :"li'p".u~. uru;-
in 2-D boundary or shear layers via X-wire probes in high turbulence, 
very large errors can occur. These errors, it became clear, are 
based not only on the termination of the Taylor series expansion by 
the small fluctuations, but also on the following rectification 
effect of the X-wire probe: When neglecting the tangential cooling 
(k~O) and the speed component u3, the following expression from 
(21) applies for the orthogonal X-wire: 
e 2 
1 ud 2 = ~(UI :!; 1/2 
or 1 lUI IJ~I B 1/2 = - :!; . (2 
But in the signal analysis, if we proceed from the relatiort 
e. /2 = 1... (UI + lJ2) 
0( (2 -
which proceeds from the linear approximation, then we presUme that 
due to BII2 ~ 0 we also ve:-
_ *~ arctan(uduI) ~ * . 
This condition is not fulfilled in higher turbulence. 
Now Tutu and Chevray calculated the errors in 
U = UI. ~. u;r. u~ur-
assuming normal-distributed probability distributions of the speed 
com~o~ents~s~unctions of ~/Uf for different parameters 
12/ 12 12/ 12k d d h' bl ( bl l' [ 16 ] ) U 2 LJ 1 , u 3 U I , an presente t em ~n a ta e ta e ~n . 
By using these values, one can set up the following comparison table: 
k = 0, Cl2 = 
;;cr ,7 t.ld%J 1 
--lJ2 u2 (t.. 
nach [161 ALitor. 
r~J 1.Nah. 
0.01 10 -1.8 -0.5 
0.04 20 ~7.6 -2.4 
0.09 30 -18.B -4.7 
0.16 40 -32.9 ··33.7 
0.25 50 -46.1 -57.6 
---' .-
0.4, c~ = C, = 
t.22[lt] 
n~hr16) Autor, 
1 • /oJ ah. 
··2.6 -1.0 
-10.7 -4.B 
-24.8 -B.8 
-41.2 -42.5 
-55.0 ':'63.0 
0.64 
612£%] 
Q, 
nach (161 Autor, 
1 • N ah • 
-2.6 -0.95 
-'1.5 -4.3 
-29.5 -8.8 
-49.3 -29.9 
-64.2 -4 B. 1 
I 
Key: a-from [16], 
1st approx. 
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Among these parameters the errors are apparently comparable. 
A precise agreement cannot be expected, since in both investiga-
tions it was found that the errors depend a great deal on the tur-
bulence structure. Even the fast increase in errors for turbulence 
degrees of 20-30% shows agreement. 
A corresponding error estimation (to the one of Tutu and 
Chevray) was conducted by Bradbury [17] for the one-wire probe. 
He also proceeded from normal-distributed fluctuations, but 
plots 
,2 I ---;-r u 1 u 1 
exact measured 
as a function of 
for various parameters ,2 lu u 1 d measured 
measure 
The following comparison results: 
._----
( ;-PI (Ffi) (u;') .r= -'" f%] 
- - U b nach[',) Alltor 
u
1 ~xak~ U exakt a r~e55lJng 
( % ] ( % J 
-
0.010 10.0 10 a 0 
0.042 20.6 20 
-5.5 -0.5 
0.107 32.7 30 -16.1 -2.4 
0.247 49.7 40 -35.2 -G.B 
1.030 101.5 50 -75.7 
--f--._. 
-(~52 ) k = 0 
[u; 2 • = r~' := ruri 
----
-
0.010 10.0 10 a -0.5 
0.040 20.0 20 0 -2.0 
0,094 30.6 30 -4.1 -4.7 
0.185 43.0 40 -13.6 -35.0 
0,380 61.7 50 -34.2 
--
(~0.60) -"-----;;-:0--' -. ---.--
~'- r~~ 2!u!2' 1 - 2. U~2 := 
--
Key: a-exact; b-measured; c-from 
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In this comparison too, it turns out that the errors are of 
the same magnitude, even though one-wire probes are compared with 
two-wire probes; the errors stay within a reasonable range only 
below a turbulence degree of 30-40%, that is, they stay below 40%. 
The error estimations of Tutu and Chevray and of Bradbury /68 
relate only to the isotropic turbulence or to the two-dimensional 
boundary layer. For these cases, errors resulted in the present 
investigation which are on average smaller than in the case of 
the 3-D boundary layer and which are otherwise of the same magni-
tude as in [16, 17]. This result supports the contention that 
representative errors are estimated here. 
7. The "Undirected" X-Wire 
It is naturally troublesome, but generally unavoidable, to 
search for the main flow direction for each measured pOint, to 
compute the turbulence quantities with respect to a flow-line 
related coordinate system, and finally to transform it into a 
fixed coordinate system. If the main flow direction changes only 
a little, e.g. in a round free-jet, in which it is everywhere 
nearly parallel to the jet axis, the analysis of sec. 4 can be 
generalized to a fixed coordinate system. 
Now when the main flow direction is nearly constant,then the 
xj-axis can be fixed (in the round free-jet, e.g. as jet axis) so 
tfiat: 
and for sufficiently low turbulence: 
u1 » luJ.I.l u21,lu!s1 
Thus, one can proceed again from the expansion (28), but now an 
alignment in the local main flow direction can be omitted. 
As in section 4, there are again approximations·of varying order 
depending on how far the series expansion is carried. Since the 
first approximation has proven to be good for low turbulence, as 
a rule the first approxination will also suffice here when /u2 /u 1 j 
and /u3"ull are sufficiently small. At U3=0 the values 
/u2 /u 1 , ., 0.1 , 0.2 , 0.3 
correspond i.to the deviations at 5. 70 , 11.30 , 16. 70 of the main 
flow direction from the xl-axis. For greater angles, the second 
expansion should be taken into consideration; this is presented 
in appendix G. 
In close approximation, for an X-wire lying symmetric to the /70 
xl-axis, we have: 
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For an orthogonal X-wire in the usual positions a=n/4; 
6=0.1T; n/2. -11/2; 1l/4, -3n/4; -n/4, 3rr/4 with the signals e 1 to e S ' it follows: 
From this we obtain: 
u
'
2. .. ..2-. 
.. ;1+IC~ 
..... ' .. ,/ .. ( ;1+k'") . ;1- 1(2 
( .. ~) A- Ie" 
/ 
e.2. - e. .. 
a 
r:c-- A·H:z' e:'t - e.iJ 
u) .. 'i-;:t:t:k~. ;1- k~ 2 
" 
(ep _e_,')Z, J 
f " 
" 
(49.1) 
(49.2) 
(49.3) 
(49.4) 
(49.5) 
(49.6) 
( 49 . 7) 
(49.S) 
(49.9) 
The equations (49.1) to (49.6) are identical with (33.1) to 
(33.6); so in the signal evaluation of the fluctuations, nothing 
is changed. The components of the middle flow are given by (49.7) 
to (49.9), where necessarily the following expression must apply: 
J e: .. - e~ I /1 e,. + e" I " I e~ - e, III et + C,J I ~ " 
Proceeding from equations (6.1) to (6.4) and the linearized /71 
equations above, by neglecting the fluctuations, the error in the 
velocity components U1 , U2 , U3 can be accurately determined due to the linearization. We have: 
1 fU"J - ";;2 ....JJ.l 
- x W1 exact 
U 
I, 'i",. = X· LJ exact 1 , 
with 
xl..." 1. { [ ;1 + ~ rl. ] + -J [ A + ! ~ z. ] 2. + 2. S' 2. ) I 
~ 2 Z l) Z = S:k ) +- ('h.) for If '" 0 . U4 exact \. U" exact 
For the example u,/u 1 ,,0. U2 /U 1 = 0.1, 0.2. 0.3 we obtain the following 
number values: 
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angle 
Uz lUI devia-tion 
o. , 5.7 0 
0.2 11 .3 0 
, 0.3 16.7 0 
1 
X2 
0.900 
0.927 
0.852 
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x 
, .001 
1.039 
1.083 
The large component Ul is thus determined as too large in the linear approximation, the small components U2,U3 are too small 
and have about twice the deviation as the component Ul' For tur-
bulent flows, these errors can be even greater. 
Practically speaking, it is also of interest to know how much 
the turbulence quantities Ufu~ in this coordinate system differ 
from the corresponding correlations :iiK in the arbitrary flow-line 
related coordinate system (V2=V3=O). The question is usually how 
far can a transformation of measur~'d quantities be omitted; up to 
what deviation of ooordinate systems is this possible, or at what 
ratios U2/Ul, U3/Ul' This question will be answered in the following 
section. 
8. Transformation of Fluctuation Quantities 
Two ortho-normal, right-hand-oriented base vector systems 
(coordinate systems) 31 and II (1=1,2,3) can be converted one into the other by rotation: 
A 
!Sl = 
clel(A""I)"" +-1 
) 
£ A"'l A",,, 
.... " 
(50.1) 
(50.2) 
(50.3) 
The matrix elements Akl of matrix A are the scalar products 
of the corresponding base vectors, or the cosine of the enclosed 
angle: A~ "" LA ..... LA r A 
cos (.IlJ I ~,,) .. ~l' ¥" .. ~ .... 1 rIO, r:. ~ -:; "'1 On/Ie '" k1· 
'AvelQcityvector ~ will have the components u l or v l with respect to these bases: 
We then have: 
or 
( ~) 
or briefly: A • !:' 
- (51) 
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Since ~ is a linear, time-independent operator, the same 
relation applies both for the average velocity ~omponents Ul , VI as for the fluctuations u l ' v l : 
v/ CO!2.r ' :! :S", r 
v,.t ,l/ cOoS:!! 2- s.,. '! 
-;;- 0 0 
= 
~Vl'. -1 '2 :a. s,.., r -1.Jin2y 
0 
vt vJ 0 0 
v3 v-1 0 0 
'---_. 
!l ... ~ .. y ( 51. 1) 
!:!' 
if .... 'I 
e ..... '! 
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0 
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eo, '! 
.s.;, >" 
o 
-s .... :l.'! 
$;,,27 
0 
('<>12( 
() 
0 
0 
0 
0 c .. .ry 
0 
-s;"r 
J) 
b 
0 
0 
.. 
0 
$;,,>-
l co; 
--
~ Pld· (!1 ) "/1 
~l lA' 
" 
u/ I 
~J It.t.''''.!_ 
u~ (,J. 
(51.2) 
(52.1) 
(52.2) 
(52.3) 
(53 ) 
By means of eq. (53) we now also find how much the turbulence 
quantities vlv-;:; differ from the ulu m' for small angles 1', or when 
the transformation can still be omitted. . 
Equation (53) is of interest only in a non-isotropic case. 
Let us consider the 2D boundary layer, and take only the shear 
stresses: 
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-- A'2 (-;;:-;Z:) 
cos 2 Y . u: 1..41.' + 2:.' s", Y" Lti - \..11. " 
c.os .2 >" 
With the values gained from experience: 
there follows: 
Examples: 
-'-, ~-r3-=.. -.-1 
L-t,.',,7 
0.01 
0.03 
0.05, 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 . 
':f 
0.57° 
1. 72° 
2.86° 
5.7° 
11. 3 0 
16.7° 
-------
'?= O.? 
--.--T ~
-
1 
u:u~ 
-0.014 
-0.044 
-0.075 
-0.158 
-0.346 
-0.550 
Apparently, we will only be able to omit the transformation 
for very small angles ~, since a difference of 4.4% shows up even 
for an angle of 1.70 , and it increases more than linearly for larger 
angles. And it must not be forgotten that due to the linearization, 
the angle y is underestimated (see sec. 7). 
-For the orthogonal probe from fig. 3, we have: 
(t) ( Alfi 0 2fff) l ~~ ) .. AI.fi ·A/.fi. -A/a • ~ .. 
, la AI.fl AI..fi -A/.,f[ ~~ J 
Thus: ( ,f~13 -1/-IT 4/5 ) A = 
- -1'12 A/.fi := 
21.f7: 
-A/..[6 -Alri I 
where~l (1=1,2,3) is the orthogonal coordinate system given by the 
hot-wire directions, wh€'r.eas 9'1 is the coordinate system defined by 
the probe axis and two directIons orthogonal to it '(as indicated in 
fig. 3). Thus we have: 
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r Y.l .. ! 0 0 0 0 0 .1 A if 2. 2 2 1./2-
" 
-1- 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 if A 0 -2 0 ;;;: V,. ;: 
"-
~ 0 0 A C> 0 0 3 "6 It A if -I( 1 -I( L/'" ) (54.1) 
0 A If.tVI. 0 0 =it 0 0 o -II -1 -If 0 -1 ~Wl 
0 0 0 1- 0 0 A -4 -2 0 
:J Vl.VJ 0 f,1i. I,.(t~1 A ~ V3v" 0 0 0 0 0 {Ii 2 -A ·if If -z 
'-For the probe design as per fig. 4, we have 
(j; ) ( -1/,(3" -Zlff -~lfl ). ( i· ) == Affi A/I7. ¥>. AI.[i- A/,n AI.ri. ~I 
( 4/-IJ ,-t/.fi A/.fi ) 
A ... -2/.ft Ala Aln 
... 0 -A/12 A/Yi. 
and 
v/ A 0 0 0 0 0 A If ;1 2 2 2 1.42-"3 A 
v:~ 0 't 0 0 0 0 It If If -'1 2-
_.y 
'-<f 
2-
A 0 0 0 0 If If 0 -2. 0 
1.("'- (54.2) v:l. () 0 ;: 3 3 0 
0 0 0 :1- () 0 -2 If A -;1 2.. -4 .... ;, .. 2, v,. V:z m 
A 
V2. v 3 0 0 () 0 y:Q 0 0 -A -1 2. 
0 -2 1.41.!.ofJ 
A 
V3V~ 0 0 0 0 0 ii' o -if " 
-1/ 0 A ~~ 
Theoretically, the transformation of the fluctuation quantities 
is quite simple, but practically the following problems come up: 
-Even if only one fluctuation v1v m is to be computed, in general 
the entire se-t-UJ:""u
rn 
must be known. 
-Due to the linear transformation, the error in v]vrr. increases, 
since the measuring errors of the individual, included 
u'l L1rn are addi ti ve. 
9. Correlations of Frequency Components 
The frequency spectrum of the speed fluGtuations of a turbulent 
flow is broad; in addition, it can contain discrete frequency com-
ponents, e.g. for periodic, external disturbances or in rotating 
flow machines. Thus we will be interested not only in the correla-
tions u~ of the fluctuations themselves, but also in the correla-
tions uLu~w of individual frequency components. As' long as linear 
relations prevail between the speed fluctuations and certain hot-wire 
signals--e.g. in the exact analysis (sec. 3) or in the 1st approxi-
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mation (sec. 4.2)--the equations derived there apply equally for 
individual frequency components since eq. (14) or (38) can be 
Fourier-transformed entirely. But note that for the 3-wire probe, 
the signals e. are not to be filtered, but the signals e.! 
J' J 
For the second approximation it was found that the equations 
(33.1) to (33.6) result for the fluctuation quantities ,~~ and 
from the linear expansion (38), but not equations (33.7) to (33.10), 
which contain the average speed U1 . Consequently, the equations (37).1) to (37.6) of the seoond approximation also apply for fre-
quency components if the unfiltered fluctuation quantities are 
used for the average values and for the correction factors. 
10. The One-Wire Probe 
A simple, single hot-wire is used for speed measurements more 
frequently than an X-wire, e.g. when we only want the average 
speed U and the turbulence intensitY'iJP°/u2 or when we only want 
a qualitative picture of the flow. But what can be said about 
the accuracy of these measurements? 
The main direction of flow is found by the criterion (30), 
but not in a manner so that the probe rotates continually and 
the signal must be symmetric to the anglea=;. Next, the main 
direc~ion of fl~w.is ch~sen as xl-axis (U=U1 ) and the probe is 
used In the posltlon (1"'7: 
&,.2 _ t U -!-4':>:!.. + [ A+(k2,~,.r) c.o~"e J- IA~C. ... (55) 
.. [A + (k~~;f) $,-.. 2(;1] u;? .;- (k"~A) C."4' e oS; .. t) VI~~; 
Although in this case we have only four variables for which to 
solve-- (u+up~, u~z, u32 , u2u3 --this solution is not possible no 
matter how many values e we use. We obtian only,one exact equa-
tion: 
( 56) 
This quantity is of interest in measurements with one-wire 
probes in rare cases only. To compute the other quantities u, uy , 
approximations are needed agian. A consistent series expansion 
out to the second order (as in sec. 4.1) gives: 
w'''- ... e'a. 
-
.. "1 
U2. + k 2. "'12- of-
Ua + ~ <I ... ~\ .. 
with 
;;a 
:t. J 
~ _:t 
"" e." • 
1..c''I!. _2.. 
/i. - 0..2, 
- , 
.. e..... c .. 
I 
; 
(57.1) 
(57.2) 
(57.3) 
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The equations are not sufficient for computing lI. 
From (57.2) and (57.3) we know only: 
-- - A ... _.It.) 
wi-"I- - u~c. :; ;:;~ (ez - e~ . 
In order to determine the average velocity U, we set: 
and 
(59) 
with values gained from experience e2/3 of 0.5 (boundary layer) to 1.0 (isotropic turbulence). Then we have: 
(60) 
and 
(61) 
A linear approximation gives: 
u2. _ _2. _to. e,., =- er,. ( 62) 
and 
(63) 
According to the results of section 6 for the X-wire probe, it 
should be expected that even for the one-wire probe, the second 
approximation will not give much more accurate values than the 
first approx. and that the deviations of these approx. values from 
the actual ones will lie, on the same order of magnitude. 
11. Slowly Rotating Hot-Wire Probe 
Instead of a one-wire probe set into different positions in 
sequence, it can also be rotated about its axis so that the hot 
wire is always at the same place. The rotation should be slow 
enough that during the time averaging of the signal, the orientation 
of the wire can be viewed as constant. 
From eq. (4) it follows: 
(64) 
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(normal hot-wire probe) 
-I-
+ (k2.-,t) u~u3'"· s';., 2G; 
(slant-wire probe) 
Through an analysis of the functional dependence :i?"(e) , at /81 
most the correlations iJiij";, u)u3, U;U; can be determined, and the 
difference iU~ - ur and a linear combination of iii" but not the 
indi vidual terms ur, liT, li; separately. Thi s result thus 
corresponds exactly to the result of section 3, equations (6.1) to 
(6.4) • 
Let us consider the case of low turbulence intensity and 
presume that the-main direction of flow is known, thus: 
and I I I ul ' 
Now we can distinguish two essentially different cases, namely 
that the rotation axis (= probe axis) is aligned parallel or 
perpendicular to the main flow. 
If the rotation axis is parallel to the main flow direction, 
then from equations (31) or (40), we have the following expression 
both for the second and first approximation: 
-,2-
\..C .. 
2. 
+ a..,:z. 
:I. ,:0 
+ a 11 L4~ 
....,.-; 
-I- 2 a .. .., c3",:z. v.~ '-I; -+ 2. a .... Cl"'8 L( •• 1.0 J 
-I-
+-
( 65) 
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with the abbreviations: 
W-f -
(Ita-A) Colo( S/..,01 ]' u'''' [ ~ W 2 "" 
[ (k2-..t)C<>so( Sil'l«j2. ~ / W3 .. 
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(66.1) 
(66.2) 
(66.3) 
(66.4) 
(66.5) 
(66.6) 
all e'7 is thus a periodic function of a with a finite Fourier 
expansion: 2. 
a -;;a { e)"'" « t> + s:.. (0(,,' c. .. ,f "f? + 11,,· ..r;... v () ) . 
M ~~A r 
A very careful determination of the Fourier coefficients 
gives the values: 
= 
= 
IllS .. 81 
2 62 
A normal one-wire probe (CI."'1r/Z) would only permit determination 
of u~; a slant-wire probe will ,give in principle 
-the correlations 
-the difference 
but not the individual turbulence quantities li'p". ·u[T. liT'- • Thus the 
result resembles the general case, equation (64), quite closely. 
Things look better if in the case of low turbulence intensity 
/82 
the rotation axis stands perpendicular, or nearly so, to the main 
flow direction. In order to retain 0 as rotation angle (for a =const) , 
the polar angles d,n are now selected with respect to the x2-axis 
(= rotation axis) and lu;l. IU2+U~I, IU 3 fU!I« ul are presumed. In linear 
approximation, we obtain: 
(67) 
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and a22 may not be small. If we choose for instance, a~n/4, then 
822 ~ 1/2 for all 6. 
For the average signal, after brief intermediate steps, we have: 
From this, U1 , U2 , U3 can be determined and the prerequisite IUzl1lusi « U1 must be confirmed. 
For the fluctuation quantities, from (67) we have: 
I 2- IT 2- ui'l. a<- --;?. + \ 212.2 e..1 z. 
-
qa.~ 
""" 
+- aJ.1 + -t2 lAi 
+ 2 aU. Cl:z.'a 
,...-r-
""" Lc.l + 2 ~2.'l. a-t? 
--;-;-
+ 4. \.(£ 
-+ 2 az" a". ... ;. c..,' 
(68) 
(69) 
After lengthy calculation it turns out that a22 err as a function 
of 6 now has a Fourier expansion: 
-'-- ~ ) 
ClJ.1. e ' 2. ... 0(0 -t- <o/~" (0/.'<) ('.o.s"e -+ p .. '';-'''\If) 
with the coeffici~nts: 
[ "1 2 2. '''1 .,. if It .• ,.,) S,n.( 
[ 1.. {L.".I. )2. .2 "C' 1.( Fe - 4 $".., ~ . 
(70.1) 
(70.2) 
(70.3) 
(70.4) 
(70.5) 
(70.6) 
( 70. 7) 
(70.8) 
(70.9) 
"717:1 ."T:'7T The quantities U 1 u2 ' UllJ~ and uiuf result from eq. (70.5) or (70.9), 
(70.2) or (70.6), (70.3) or (70.7) directly, when 0<n<1[/2 •• 
The equations (70.1, 70.4 and 70.8) give a linear system of equations. 
in which"Uf7' jjTT ljT7 are always solvable for k« 1 and 0 < ~ < 11/2 • 
l' 2' 3 
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De Grande and Kool [37] came to the same result for the case of a 
non-linearized, slanting one-wire probe and ·small fluctuations. 
When ex = Tr/2, or for a normal probe, from equations (70.1) to 
( 70.9) only the quanti ties tjiuI (fvom (70.5) or (70.9» and iur"· ~ /85 
can be determined. This result too, was found earlier for a non-
linear probe and small fluctuations, by Fujita and Kovasznay [38]. 
In addition, it became clear here that even for slowly rotating 
probes, a precise signal analysis is not'possible, rather a series 
expansion by the small fluctuation quantities is unavoidable. Thus 
large errors result with this method too, for large turbulence 
intensity. 
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12. Summary 
The measurement of flow speeds and in turbulent flows, of the 
speed fluctuations by means of hot-wire probes and anemometers, 
is a widely used and indespensible technology, although today 
various contactless (probe-free) laser measuring methods are avail-
able. In the determination of speed fluctuations and correlations 
of various speed components, the hot-wire measuring techniques 
with multi-wire probes are by no means inferior to the laser methods, 
but they are less complicated. 
Through decades of development, the hot-wire anemometry has 
been constantly improved and its useage expanded. But like all 
measuring techniques, it has its limitations which have to be 
known for a realistic error estimation in measured values. 
Besides pos.sible errors due to the electronic control of the ane-
mometer and due to interactions between the probe and the flow, 
the usual methods of signal analysis for one- and two-wire probes 
contain a systematic error, since the functional relation between 
the hot wire signals and the components of the velocity are approxiIT.a-
ted by a series expansion by the velocity fluctuations. Natura}ly 
it must be assumed that the components of the velocity fluctuations 
are small compared to the average velocity. This error is as a rule 
even greater, the higher the level of turbulence. Above a certain 
turbulence level, the use of conventional hot-wire anemometers is 
no longer rneanil1.gf1.,ll--regardless of other possible errors which 
can also increase with the turbulence intensity. 
A precise consideration of linearized hot-wire signals leads 
to the conclusion that hot-wire probes with at least three inde-
pendent hot wires will permit an accurate signal analysis in the 
sense that the time his~ory profile of the speed can be determined 
by direction and magnitude from the time his~ory of the hot-wire 
signals. From three orthogonal components u (t), 1=1,2,3, for /87 
example, both the components of average speea and random averages 
of the fluctuations can be determined, including the turbulence 
intensities u1 2 • 1 ., 1, 2, 3, and the correlations up. l#m. The 
direction vectors determining the hot-wire orientationsmneed not 
span the 3-dimensional space, but can simply point to 3 different 
directions in a plane. 
For the obvious case of three perpendicular hot-wires, the 
analytic relation between the signals and the corresponding orthog-
onal speed components--a quadratic form in the speed components--
is very simple, but due to the high level of symmetry of such an 
arrangement, information is lost. Since the quadratic form is 
diagonal in this case, we obtain only the square of the speed com-
ponents u/(t), 1=1,2.3 and in case the sign of the speed component 
changes over time, the particular, correct sign must be found by 
other means, e.g. by other hot-wires. If occurring sign changes 
are not taken into account, then too high averages and too small 
turbulence intensities are measured. 
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For the other extreme case of an asymmetric three-wire probe, 
the resolution of the quadratic shape into the speed components 
is unique (except for one sign), but it is not analytically possible, 
so that one then has to rely on numeric methods. For the case of 
a "smooth" 3-wire probe, i.e. when the direction vectors of the 
three wires lie in a plane, different examples can be found for 
which the resolution of the square shape is simple and the symmetry 
of the probe is less than for the orthogonal probe. Depending on 
the type of turbulent flow, it may b~ useful to set this plane 
perpendicular to the main flow direction or at a specified acute 
angle. 
The directions of the hot-wires does not specify their positions, 
so that even different wire arrangements are possible. In sections 
3.2.1 and 3.2.2 examples are presented. Experiments will have to 
show which probe design is suitable for which flow, since inter- /88 
actions between;\the wires and reactions of prongs and shaft on the 
wire flow cannot be described theoretically. 
In two-dimensional flows in which a speed component can be 
neglected (not only its fluctuations), e.g. in the wake of axial-
symmetric or 2-dimensional bodies, the two remaining speed compon-
ents can be accurately determined from the signals of conventional 
X-wire probes. Again, to avoid ambiguity it is useful not to have 
the probe at max. symmetry. One can use either non-orthogonal X-
wire probes or the flat, conventional orthogonal X-wire probes 
screwed slightly out of the speed plarie. In this manner, speeds. 
and their fluctuations can be measured in regions in which instan-
taneous reactions and extremely high local turbulence intensities 
occur. 
As long as hot-wire anemometers with three-wire probes are 
not adequately tested and reliable, in the future turbulent flows 
will continue to be measured with standard orthogonal X-wire probes, 
even in high levels of turbulence. The different conventional 
analyses of such hot-wire signals are formally very similar. First, 
an orthogonal coordinate system is defined by means of the'X-wire 
probe, such that U2=U3=O. (This "flow~line related" coordinate 
system will generally be different at each point of the flow field). 
Next, from the hot-wir~ signals, the average speed U=U1 and the turbulence quantities u{U~ are determined. In both steps, the 
functional relationships between the signals and the speed components 
are approximated by power-series expansions by the presumed-small 
components U2/U1, U3/U1 and the small fll.uctuation quantities jU r/U1 • 
As time averages we g~t in the first case a criterion for the posi-
tion of the "flow-l.1.ne, related" coordinate system and in the second 
case, with sufficiently numerous, sequentially set orientations of /89 
the probe, an equation system which can be solved for the desired 
average fluctuation quantities uIu~ and the average speed U, 
if we neglect enough hilgher terms. The condition to specify the 
average flow direction is thus recognized as an approximation, 
and it can apparently lead to a wrong calibration of the system in 
higher turbulence. Depending on the order to which ,the series 
expansion is carried, one obtains various approximations in the 
determination of U and ulu~, of which the first (linear) and the 
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second are best-known. In suitable systematic notation, the series 
expansion can easily be taken to the fourth order in order to derive 
special, higher approximations. 
Instead of beginning from the average valuese;'. y. e/. l?22. 
and e,e 2 of the X-wire, one can also use the quadratic signals 
c,rl. e;'f. e/2, P7" , e;TG!/~ but neglect higher terms. This approximation 
and the conventional approximations of first and second order, 
as well as a special fourth approximation of Vagt, are subjected to 
a numeric test since an experimental check of the various end-
formulas is not possible. No better measurement method is available 
for this. As a great simplification, in a computer program, stochas-
tic speed fluctuations of a turbulent flow are replaced by periodic 
fluctuations describable by step functions which are then easy to 
integrate, whereby the turbulence intensity -.:Jfi"/LJ 2 varies and r 
through suitable parameters, the quantities i.u~z/Ul:r· ur-/'iiF and 
urul l(ii'.iTI'{;;t;) , 11m can be assigned to different, fixed values. 
m 1 10,.' ,2 
Even the convex~ty factor H"/uV can assume different values. 
The test leads to the following results: All studied analyses 
lead to a systematic error in all turbulence quantities ;u{u!/u2 at 
high turbulence levels. This error is as a rule, greater in the 
analysis of quadratic signals than in the analysis of standard 
signals, so that the former can be discarded. The error is linked 
with the approximation character of the criterion for finding'the /90 
direction of the average speed. The turbulence intensities ,UP/U 2 
are as a -rule, computed with a greater accuracy than the shear 
s tress terms ul u!/u 2 • l~m, if these are different from zero. The 
different approximations are affected with errors of comparable 
size for large turbulence. In particular, it is not true that 
the higher approximation is generally the better one. For the 
limited range of turbulence intensity of 0-0.05 (turbulence degree 
0-22%), the max. error in the determination of turbulence intensi-
ties uF/u2 is about 30%, whereas the error in the shear stress terms 
can be up to 100%. The deviations from the exact values depend on 
the turbulence structure without any discernable trend. Thus, no 
method can be given for correcting this error. However, from the 
calculations the maximum error can be found for each turbulence 
intensity. 
For minor deviations in the main direction of flow from the 
direction of the probe axis of an X-wire probe, the usual analysis 
of the hot-wire signals can be slightly modified and gives--with 
various-order approximations--the direction of the average flow 
and the turbulence qu~ntities. For larger deviations, alignment 
of the probe is required so that when measuring a flow field, all 
measured quantities have to be transformed if,they are~o be related 
to a fixed coordinate system. These transformations can be given 
in a generalized form. 
Besides the average values ulu~ of the speed fluctuations, we 
are naturally also interested in the corresponding averages of 
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individual frequency components, or the spectral intensity densities 
uI~ and the cross-spectra uL u!w' l~m. As long as linear relations 
exist between the speed fluctuations and certain hot-wire signals, 
e.g. in the precise analysis via 3-wire probes or in the first 
approximation of conventional hot-wire anemometers with X-wire 
probes, the equations derived there apply equally for individual 
frequency components. Also, the equations of the second approxima-
tion remain valid for frequency components and the unfiltered sig- /91 
nals are to be used only for the correction factors. 
Instead of X-wire probes, one-wire probes rotating slowly 
about the probe axis can be used if the main flow direction is 
known approximately. For the signal analysis however, low turbulence 
intensity must again be presumed, since a series expansion by the 
fluctuation quantities is unavoidable. The max. information, 
namely all quantities ul~ (.l,m = 1/2,3) is provided by a probe with 
slant-set hot-wire whose axis lies exactly or approximately per-
pendicular to the main flow direction. With this method too, an 
error is expec:ted in the turbulence quantities at highGr turbulence 
levels due to the series expansion; this error is of the same mag-
nitude as for the X-wire probes. 
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Table 1: ERRORS ~lm AT i:ip"/u 2 0.05 AND ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE 
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Figure 1: Normal One-wire Probe with Speed Components 
and Instantaneous Setting Angle 
Key: i-speed components 2-hot-wire probe 3-probe shaft 4-prongs 
5-mantled ends of the hot-wire 6-effective part of the hot wire 
~tQn. in I1'm 3 
Fig. 2: X-Wire Probe with normal 
Prong Leads and Typical 
Dimensions. 
Key: i-probe shaft 2-prongs 
3-dimensions in mm 
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Fig. 3: Orthogonal Three-Wire Probe ("Triangular Probe") 
Key: i-front view 2-side view 3-top view 4-isometric spatial 
illustration (reduced) 
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Fig. 4: Orthogonal Three-Wire Probe ("Tripod"). 
Key: i-front view 2-side view 3-top view 4-isometric spatial 
illustration (reduced) 
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Fig. 5: Plane Three-Wire Probe (I1Right angle triangular probe l1 ) 
Application i 
Key: i-front view 2-side view 3-top view 4-isometric, spatial 
illustration (reduced) 
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Fig. 6: Plane Three-\.Jire Probe (I1Right angle triangular Probe") 
Application 2 
K~y: i-front view 2-side view 3-top view 4-isometric, spatial 
illustration (reduced) 
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Fig. 7: Correction Factor F2 for Various Turbulence Intensities and Anisotropy Factors 
Fig. 8: Correction Factor A2F2 for Various Turbulence Intensities and 
Anisotropy Factors 
Fig. 9: The Corrected, Average Speed 
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10: Turbulence Quantities in an Airplane Wing Boundary Layer, 
Hot wire measurements by Elsenaarand Boelsma [33]; 
~y= local coordinate perpendicular to the surface 
OX = boundary layer density 
1-two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer 2-three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer 3-still predominantly two:-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer 
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Fig. 11: Turbulence Quantities in a Boundary Layer in Front of a 
Cylinder Standing on a Flat Plate, Hot-wire measurements 
by Dechow [35]; (y = local coordiante perpendicular to 
the plate). 
Key: 1-two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer 2-three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer 3-still predominately two-dimensional 
boundary layer 
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Fig. 12: Turbulence Quantitie:.:: in a Boundary Layer Gen::!rated by a 
Trip Wire on a Flat Plate, Hot wire Measurements by 
Cltarnay [34];(y = local coord. perpendicular to the plate 
O~ = boundary layer thil.ckness) 
Key: 1-two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer 
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Fig. 13: Turbulence Quantities in a Shear Layer of a Fully Expanded 
Axial-symmetric Free Jet, LDA Measurements by Lehmann [36] 
Key: l-axial-symmetric free jet 2-intermittence 
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Fig. 14: Relative Speed FluctuationsU'f/u 2 (l=1,2,3)for Isotropic 
Turbulence; analysis of "nori!1al" signals: 0 :; Uf'/U 2 ~ 0.25 
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Fig. 15: Relative Speed Fluctuationsu['"/u2 (l=1,2,,3)for Isotropic 
Turbulence; analysis of "squared" signals: 0 5 Uf'/u 2 :: 0.25 
Key: 1-isotropic turbulence 
4-linear approximation 
7-a pproximation 
2-"normal" signal 3-"squared" signal 
5-second approx. 6-fourth approx. 
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Fig. 16: Relative Speed Fluctuations UYX/u 2 (1=<1,2,3) for Isotropic 
Turbulence; analysis of "normal i ! signals; 0 S \1.f/U 2 's 0.05 
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Fig. 17: Relative Speed Fluctuations l:?7 U2 (1=1.2.3) for Isotropic Tur-
bulence; analysis of "squared" signals;O ::: U1~/U2 $ 0.05 
Key: 1-isotropic turbulence 2-"normal" signal 3-"squared" signal 
4-linear approx. 5-second approx. 6-f9Ur.th approx. 7-approxi-_ 
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Fig. 18: Relative Speed Fluctuations UfZO/u 2 (1=1,2) for two-dimensional 
Boundary Layer; analysis of "normal ll signals; u :s'~/U2 s U.25 
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19: Relative Speed Fluctuations UJ.7 /U2 (1=1,2) for two-dimensional 
Boundary Layer; analysis of l'normalVi sign~ls: 0 :s'U"['-"/u 2 ~ U.25 
1-two"";dimensional boundary layer 2-'lnormaJ," signal 
3- '1 squared" signal 4-linear approx. 5-second approx. 
6-fourth approx. 7-approximation 
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Fig. 24: Relative Speed Fluctuations ~~/Uz for Various Tgngential 
Coolinz Factors k and various Convexi ty Factors:' { ; 
analysis of "normal" signals: Q S u;</u 2 ~ '.1.05 
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Appendix A: Linear Equation Systems, Matrix Multiplication, Deriva- /114 
tion of Equations (5.1) to (5.4) 
A linear system of equations: 
t< 
z:; ail(. x... .. hi 
is abbreviated as 
i • A, "', 1 
Here, ~ represents the matrix (aik)~:~~~, x represents the matrix 
(x, )k-:',I<., b represents the matrix (b,)i=l,I •• 
K - 1 
Written explicitly, with K=3, 1=4 for example: 
a ... aA~ <143 
x, 1 (b , 
.;/2< <iz,z ZlZJ <> )(2. ~ ) 
<1lJ< dJZ al3 )(3 
1I~1 <"i~L 8 yJ 
The " multiplication is thus performed so that theindividua.l. 
rows of A are multiplied with column x like vectors handled as 
scalars.= In this notation, linear equation systems are easy to 
handle since the rows can be multiplied by any scalars (~ 0) and 
added. 
The equation system (5) is written for the orientations 
a=n/LI; Q=O,1f; 1[/2, -1[/2; 1[/4, -31r/ 1q -1[/4,31[/4 as follows: 
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-....J 
-i> 
-1+ kl! /1+!S.t 
A -~ 0 0 
1 
r 
(u,,+Lt..')~ 
r 
e} 1 ---r- .z A //+k2- A+-/(-
"" 
""-k'- 0 0 ( U~ + I.f; )2 e:! 
2 --2-
A I 
>-~ /f ~ 0 0 /1-/(~ I (U 3 +C-I;)? 
=1 
e~ 
2 2.. 
/, 
3 <> I 
;U.k.2. 
/1 +- k 2 
A-k l ! 
e~ 
---z- -1 () () !CU.,+v/)( Ut.f.U/J .2. A 
~ 
.., +,,2 3+/(t 3+ k~ 
.1'-/(' A-/c: A- kl l (U, •• : J[ U, •• j J e:! 2 'f --'lr-' - - .rz - --z- - -IT S' A+k t ~ 3-+ p rf-kl -~ A'_(.:t (UJ +I.f;)( U • ..f-I.(:) '<. From this follows: ~ it Y r-r- l -W- e, /1+ 1r;2. 3+k~ 3 +1\:1 /1- kt ~ .1'-1;' 
e.} 
-2.,-
-,,- -,,- -~ 
.z 7r 4+1c1. 3+k1. 3+k2. A- ,,1- A-k' A-k t 
... 
i. -v- ir ---:rr- --2- - -:T-
ee 
J 
00 
r 
A+I<;L 
r 
1 
r 
.,,~ 
.., i-~t A 
~ (e; + e .. L ) 
-
0 0 0 
1 "OQ 
l( if 
.2. 
(U. +,-</).l. 
0-
0 A-/I;" 0 I -1 : 2) 0:Z 
0 0 
0 
(U'l + v.; )l. 2. (ez. - e.., ~~ 
A'+Ic'Z ~ ~ 0 0 0 
1..(e 2 +e:t) O"ti 
--v-
2 ~ 
{ (;3+ I.(;)Z 'f ,. a 
C> 0 .:: 
-J.. (e,.1. -e;) > ~') 
0 0 0 0 0 
-i-I<' 
( U,,+u/) (U:z+fA;; r fifi " ~= 
~ ~ 3 + k~ 
A (2 1. 
.. ") ~. 
-g- O 0 0 
2 eli' + e" + e, -I- e '" 
'r d' 
( V2"''''; J( UJ HI;} 
",,-k' 
"( ~ 1. 2.' 2.) 
0 0 0 0 0 
( U 3 f 1.<; J ( u.,+ vi) J :z e,..f- e ~ - ~ - e.s-0 0 ff'C-f -k~} 0 
o I 4 t 2. 2. :z 2.) 0 2" e~ -
€,. + e:, - «s-
A (:Z 2. 2. 2..) 
0 0 0 0 0 
- «C..f-ktJ J 
~ eJ? - e7 - e, + es See ( 6 . 1 ) to (6.4) 
IE 
·,_ ..... ",' .. 
:.;';'1 ~·t,~b 
Of POOR QUALrr:r 
Appendix B: Proof that System of Equations (5) cannot be solved formally/II 
for the Six Unknowns ul urn (l, m=l, 2,3), when (1= cOnst. 
The question is whether there are six directions ((l,9J, i=1).'5 
so that: 
~ET - Jel [ ( /(.(- (/(2...,,) C().s~ ~ A.j. CA' ::: .... )s,,,t.,, er> :1.e" "'of (k 2_." s,;"" $,:"z09, , (1(:""-<' c~s "' .... .;". ,,-os ~ .. I 
(k"--<)S.;.,:tot • CoSei:.:S'w IJ .. /(~"-") ~.so(·J>"'''', s .... eo' ),' _ "'",.,' ] =f= 0 
Without affecting the universality, we can set 9 1 ,,0 • Then we have: 
/! ../- (k£--<) .s .... ~'" 0 0 1 r ,,( A -1 J • clef. t (k ........ )$',-.,~ s, .. 2.@', coS e, .Ii .. (}, si .. G .. ) '_ 2 , 0 (I( %-.. ) s .... 2..t. (cos%G .. -.A), (:00.$6,'. -.;f" , (- ~···I 
since the first and second columns of the last matrix are identical 
except for the sign, thus they are linearly dependent. 
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Appendix C: Calculation of Coefficients b1 m (a i'6 i) of equations (7.1) to (7.6) for k=O. 
(:!!. e' 
for 
If we select the orientations (a,e) '" (.!!oe' 0) (71 ) (11 11) «11 11) 
11) (11 3rl) , 3' 11. 6' 2 ' 3'-2 ' 
'Z". 3' - '4 and denote the corresponsing signals as e 1 to e 6 , k=O we have: 
_.{3 2- e}-
..i. 3 ,f 0 0 u .. 
if T 2 
3 If :IT. 0 0 1./- e 2 If ~ J.. T T 2 
? 2- -rr 
" 
off u2. e Z 
" - 2.fi. If 212 3 
3 
if 7 K 0 = 
f3 _L fl U"I.I.z. e2. 2.. [; ~ 
-2/2 'f 
4 E T 2-12 If 
,f 7 r .rr ,1 .ff \.1,2 1.13 e; 
If T T -Z1.2. -"7( -212 
-13 2-3 S s .f3 _2- <-13 Lt1 e" 
If T T 2-12. If 2.U 
By addition and subtraction of rows, we obtain: 
-I{ A 0 0 0 0 z. ~ 
A A 2 0 0 0 u; 
0 If --1 0 0 0 ",2 3 
0 
C 0 0 
-1 0 0 21A.u1-
0 0 () 0 A 0 2l.1~U3 
0 0 0 0 0 A 2. 1.(3 Lt. 
~[(4- AZ_=)eA2 _ (it_,f ,.,)e:.} 2 <.-=-(3e;-e: +3e;-et·).J1 
2. 2-,,2 -, ... -" 2-..,z. 
%. [ 2 e .. 2. + 2 e; J 
[ 
Z. 2. Z 2. 2. z.] 
- 2 e..., - 2 £2. + e 3 + e" + et: + e(, 
-1 [ 2. 2" ~ Z" II. 2.<] <..:-=:--;=~< - b e 1 + 2 e:.. + ~ e.3 - e" + c> cr;; - e, (2-{Ih3 
[ ei + e't2. - e.i - et ] 
-IT [ ,~e; -:-< e: -. 3 e} ./- e t ] 
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then 
and furthermore: 
" 2. 
U-f 
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! ( _.L. - .-1) 
It .< - 1i. 
9 (~ ) 
- I( 3(~ -4 J 
_:i( (,.f2+-t) 7- '/ 
It :2 - 2 1( ( "'1-(2- "ri) - -1), 
- ~(r~2-f2) ---t) I A ( 4' if 2-1;£ + -t ) / 
, 2 
- {3(2---.'2) I --IT (2--fJ..i 
0 0 
0 0 
A ( 3 ~.2 - -ri +.-1), 
_ ~ (_3 __ .-1) 
.2 2--12. I A (3 -I A) 2: 2. -.fi. .. 
_1. (_A ___ d 
.2 .2--ri I 1( 2~.ri. +.-1), ._ ~ (_A_ -/f) 2. 2-.rz 
- 1 ( /-n +.-1) / -:L (-'-- -.-1) 2. :z-.ff. ' --1..(_" __ +-1) 2. <-.fi. 
" 
3 ;f 
-13 (2.-Vi) I 13 ( 2 ":-,r2) -(i(2-..f:l.) 
-1 / -,., I -,., 
;f 
_.1- A 
-?l I 
"f6 / - 1(: 
- ~ (/~ -'2 --1), 
-1(3 +) :2 ~ -1/ 
~(....L- -/r) 
2. 2- -n. / 
? 
-f3(2 -..,'"2") / 
-1 
.I 
~ 
""" 
--
, 
1 e2. -f 
, 
et 
e.2. 
3 
" 
e 2 It 
e2. 
S' 
e; " 
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Appendix D: Hot Wire Analysis without Root Expansion, Derivation 
and Handling of Equation (42) 
Let U2=U 3=0 and presume u» lull 
without any approximation: 
From eq. (27) it follows 
:!2 
I 
u. 
v~· 
a", lA~ ) + 
;!:. 2 ~.V; 
; 
and in consistent expansion out to the second order: 
-
-
,z 
......,-;: ,2 ~ u~ du u .. +2 ->-
(aMu/f· [ U.< .j. 2 a;:; --;. Cl"" u" ,1 -+ 2 U;Z V" 
-
-r-r ' , 
-,-; 
1($ I.I~U. -::. ~~ 
.:tit dA~ 
(.fA'Al 
u7- it a ... ~ v.,2. ~ --"i: + 0"" uA 
From this follows equation (42)·: 
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1 
J I 
Q-t: I 
i:I~~ I 
a,,; 
l: 
2"14" I 
2 a4~ J 
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2 ~AA a~. 2 C/~1 QSJ 
2 a .. ,,<'l2.2. 2 clf,f Ci33 
& a: ( 2 % C>Z2. +- It a..,~:) I J ( 2 -a .... <:3&3 + '-t a"f )1 
¥ Cf-£j Cf"Z 
-'t Zl44 <:)42 
,12. ;: ..... il"2. 
a,f~ , aZi I C2a..a2~ .(. 0/ a ... i) J ( 2 CJ.", C!3l -I- 't C!A~ ) I - A.z o3"·11:1"Z. 
2 'a.~ (2 c'?.w oz· .. - 1tC1-1~) l 2 ll ... a33 - '-tit .. :) d .. " J I 
4- <1., .. q23 
4' i'l"'f Q23 
( li'a-r;. a"3 + Yatf<:!23) I 
B'Zl.u C)-r3 .,.. '" ClM a.13) J 
(- f' a-tZ a,.~ .;. If lL, .. aZJ ) 
I 
and furthermore: 
0 0 0 
Q.: 2~,.~ 2 C/Aof qzz I 
J I 
If % d.<.a 
-4' t!i.,,, Q-t3 
-12. C!4.1 a" 3 
-
42214,,:043 
0 
0 
I 
221M an / 
o 
u} 
U 2. I.'~ 
'" ...... 2. 
U 2 -1/ ", . l.f.t /.02 I [I,/-, Lt; ~1 
l (J,,~. ~f 1.</ 
C!),f". o1!!zz I 0 
0 V It''1 a23 I 
0 
q-t1 C¥,fl 
0 
0 0 0 0 i!I"4 ~Iz~. I 0 I aol.., <\,j3 I 
0 a.~ 0 0 () 0 0 I I 
0 0 C)4~ ""1; 0 2 CiMa2~ 0 I I I 
;fC-2. 
" e,:-
1 l e.., '" 2 + e 2.. z. z) 
;Jr. (e/ - e,,2. 2.) - ,:;, ( ei - e;'l.) 
..., -- -~ ( e./, + e.1. ) 
u lt 
" 
U;J..~ 
" ,. 
V/·IA:"z. 
U2. ,. !A IL-a 
~ 2. u,/ui. 
U 2 u'lA' 
" ~ J 
V2'~J 
" 3 1.<., 
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If the quadratic ("squared") signals are designated as 'c' 
e 2 =: c = C + C I 
then: 
A (If ,,2.) A ( e+ _ e--" "-) ;f{; e~ - e.., -;n 2. . 2. 2>') 
, " 
and thus: 
0 0 0 0 a... ~~.1, () 
.I 
.-
ct.; 2 il.t~ 2,~ aZ2 2 ~, <13$; 0 I' Y ~-tf ~2~ l .I .I 
.I 
~,., i}J"3 U" It 
1 0 (J.,2 t...t/i. 
0 0 ~ CI~i 0 I J. 4", i!t13 
I 
() ~ U~2..1.r..'2 
0 0 0 0 q.., ctrz. , 0 I ~'la'3 U" -;-;, " IA J 
0 a.:- 0 0 0 0 .I 
.I 
.-
0 U"z.. '-'1"',,,/ 
uz..-
'
-" 
" L1t 43 
V" 2. iA,' c.,/ 
4. ( - 2. _ -~) 
2. C.. C2. 
1;(;;]2 - ~) 
1t ( c,/ + c ~ ) 2. - -t ( c.; - Cz ) z. 
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There is a very great formal similarity of this equation 
system with equation system (32).) For the usual eight orientations 
of the hot-wires, the following equations result: 
(c~'" - C 'Z ) 1 
~ ( ~)2.. (c./ - c,'J2"-I- (C&,- CG)2 - (c';' - el)" -«:..,.-c )2 
(-1+k 2 )2 ..-f-/(~ It ~ .I 
_~ (A-I-kt) . (c;:z...:;yz) 
("f -+- k~)'J.. "'-k~ J.t 
811. 
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Appendix E: Properties of the Step Function g(t.' ,5,6) 
/ 
g(t',5,O) 
- h '" - I" . 
-V S - ~ / 
o 
continues periodically on the t'-axis 
3) ~" ; 
"" r; / ( S((T-S» - 3/() 
4) Assuming that 28 < e < 1/2 
a) for 0 < r < 5: 
.- - -
COl (t' s ~) . q ( -I: '_"',1 S" 6) 
oJ I J cJ ; 
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b) for 5 ~ r :: 15" -s: 
c) for 
d) for G' < r < 1 . 
- - '2 . 
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-s q{, + (G""-.r-r) /;,2. "'" 
- ( 6"- rJ . ab -
e) 
9 (t" s, G") . 5lf '- " S, 6") 
:I (i', S, G ) . ~ l t' - r .r (f) 
oJ I , 
o ; 
Jet'+Y,S,6). :J{t~J,G) 
3 (t', s, !O) . :J l t'+ r I S, 5") • .. 
Thus, together we have: 
A - s ( C}2.+ dk) +lrFb2.) / .s ~ Irl II< G""-s; 
A - [ s a 2. - (6-lrl) II b + 
o 
and continues periodically-
If we substitute in a,b, then we obtain: 
nit' s,,;)· .. l-f'-r,s,G) -
:J I I .) 
/1'1 ( " ~_) 0 ~ (yf ,:. S 
.1 -"6 :<: + ;tIs - "'16"" , 
1,,-1 . __ ::!~ 
6' 41.r - ,flo 
o 
s ~ /rl ~ 6"- oS 
and continues periodically. 
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Appendix F: Computer Program to Check the Conventional Analysis 
and the Analysis without Root Expansion 
Nomenclature: 
84 
Name in com-
puter program 
K 
5 
T 
GAI'1 
C2 
C3 
SA' 
SA2 
SA3 
c (1) 
C (2) 
c (3) 
O(1,N) 
U(2,N) 
U(3,N) 
l)(4,N) 
L AI~ ( ) 
MY ( ) 
NY( ) 
W1 
W2 
W3 
Wi, 
W5 
W6 
W7 
F2( 
£2 
EPS1 
£PS2 
F2Q( 
normal quantity 
designation 
k 
s 
6-
r 
C2 
C3 
sign( AI) 
sign(A 2 ) 
sign(A,) 
C12 
C 13 
C23 
( e 1 - e 2 ),{e 1 + e 2 ) 
(e3- e • )Ae 3+e4) 
(e~-e6),{e5+e6) (e7-ee),.te7tee) 
'liY /U2 
UY/u 2 
>. 
~ 
v 
UY/u 2 
lj'l"'l;T I u 2 
1 2 
UTUT IU2 
, 3 
U"'iJ" / u 2 2 3 
'i:jTjjT I U 2 2 3 
F2 
2 
C1/2 
F 2 
q 
1. 
z. 
3. 
ft. 
5. 
b. 
if. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
11t. 
15. 
1&. 
1'7. 
16. 
19. 
2V. 
21. 
22. 
i!3. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
25. 
29. 
311. 
~1. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
3b. 
37. 
3t1. 
39. 
40. 
Iti. 
42. 
4~. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
41. 
48. 
L;.9. 
5u. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
5,( • 
SA. 
eoo 001)3 
C'.lGIIOCB 
OOOO(JCB 
onlHS 
1l0,+64sa 
OIJIt&ltcB 
03'+&476 
OIJt.650B 
1iu465~B 
004&768 
004&$ 78 
Ij01t6<;70 
IiC 4&61B 
O'l'+6&3b 
C04&~&6 
iHJ4&T1 ':1 
C .. 4&7Z3 
110467<;8 
OJ47,jre 
u1l4 7 G!8 
C041~7t:\ 
~J47J73 
~041'HB 
nrt.711B 
l: J 4 7~ 41:) 
'..t!.71Sb 
{'clo7ils 
C: .. 7249 
C(l47'?6a 
OJ473~6 
0",,1".)18 
0347:35B 
U ry 471",6 
OJ,+i~Ca 
th 74!6 
004742 Q 
,,\)474"'3 
0''47519 
rO .. 7<;46 
024 7 548 
Ii~ 4 7<;59 
0':'4757:3 
()~"',;(a 
CJ4761A 
Ou41638 
!i()1t7"48 
CO 4 71;66 
OQ4 T7lt! 
OJ '+ T7:!B 
O~4i738 
0047756 
aQ5IlQC~ 
0')50078 
[,05017>1 
0050276 
r 050
'
,09 
C 05 1)5 28 
0050::'4B 
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t1/1iF. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
C 
c 
:; 
(Analysis of hot wire signals of turbulent floWS 
IType and dimension instructions 
rNTEbE~ 0 . 
~EAL K.I..AM(111,"I1'(111,N'1't1.H,KAP,K2,LA"!f)(111,MYQ(lH,NYQ(11t 
Jll1::NSlvN P.OI ,t\LPI',C(3I,ALK(!).61 ,G·('1.17ltGN(M, 
1 GS ( 4 J ~ (, [14 4 I , Q '4 I 11 ) , "A ( 'l , 1 7 J , E P (71 ,Ii l 7 , 6, 111 ,F 2 ! 11) , 
2 i E ,( 8) , F C5 , 17 I , X ( 16) , I) x ( 1 n , X'" ( iTt t GQ ( 8 f 1 n . F 2 Q (.a, 
iInput of parameters and calculations of signals E 
i Isotropic turbulence (beginning) 
T=1./:1'. 
'<. f 11 =T 
;:C. (21 = C. 
'<t31=2 .... r 
lJO Z:; LS=l,2 
S:= 1. lb. -F I. 0 A TIL S -11 • r 1 ./0. - oJ ... .., S?) 
AI.;:'12=1.0 
ALP1.3=1.C 
Sil1=-1.0 I ISbtrop~c' turbulence' (end) 
SA~=S!GN\1.,A~P121·SAl 
SA::;=:;'lG~(1. ,>II.P131 ""Al 
Ju 3 L=1,3 
)((d=~-~(Ll 
X(3 .... I=T-~.(U 
J( (o"+L I =1. -I<. Il.l 
)( (J+ ... )=l. +S-,,-( ... ~ 
1 ((t~+U=l.H-..z(U 
nU:'I=r:.~ 
((171=1.: 
)((181=1.0 
~ A I. L A<10'" I X '" 0 i 
l(' 1" "= 1.1.1 
.iF ().. ( ('II .:... Y • -1. ~ , t. (~) = ~ • C' 
... F (X ( ~'I • .; r • 1 , j I l( ( " I = 1 • " 
16 ';(j,.TINJ£ 
lv 15 "'=1,1;-
1)(I-H=~('1~H-"t("11 
1 :; l(' ~. (M I = ( ... O~ .. 11 .. x I '1) , 1 '? • 
DJ <=5 l.1(=l,~ 
,,=~.Z·FL"nT (I.K-1I 
;,-=At..Pl(:":SZ 
C.5=A.l.Pl::·"'Z 
:> i =4 •• A TAN ( 1 • , 
J" 1 I=l,·~ 
1 A l. ( I I =i' i , :, • 
Ti:(lI=~.O 
T F I 2l :P.I. 
T!: I 3 ) =P: I :: • 
r t. \" I -= -P I 12 • 
rE(~)=~:i4. 
TEe.;,) =-.j.·PI/4, 
TEI7)=-P:'/4. 
Tt: 18~ =.3,"":1 14. 
r;t.!~= 1/ 'S" <T -:d 1-3.1 T 
;:)0 .. I=id 
4:ALII) 
TH=T::{U 
K2=1( ..... ..:.-1 • 
ALMl1,Il=1 •• I(~·(Cry51~')··~ 
t\i,.·'1(",I)=l.+I(Z"'c:,l'lIA) ~C(j::;qHII""2 
AL~(3,1)=1'~~?~{~!~(~'·S:'1ITHl'··? 
Ol'"'(".~I=l(2"CJ:>(Aj .::,~", (AI ~co:':>( T'iI 
A l. ... ! ( 5 ,1'1 = 0( 2" C v::' ( " , .. ::, r ," (l\) ",'s r N ( T"1 I 
AI..'l(b,H=1(2"c:,~\j(A') ... 2<·COS(il-!l .. ~:'\j<TI-f, 
.. ;:; u .• T 1 NU E 
( \, 
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59. OOS07'GEI 
60. ~0507 26 
61. 1)0507,.9 
62. O~507&8 
(') 3. 005111uB 
Glo. (ju51il C!3 
65. ~O51129 bo. .:1051179 
&1. ' OGS1Z 36 
&8. 11 .. 1513313 
69. O()S1~&B 
10. OJ5140B 
71. 11051456 
72. OJs1lt7B 
73. GOS1:; '56 
71+. 0[15 .. 578 
75. 0,,51';OB 
7&. 011516::3 
17. CJ5b59 
78. 1'1521 Itr) 
79. (.;'52178 
:; 
G 
,60. :.h.5232t:i 
81. 1J'J5Z.sJil 
82. ('"~?~,,s8 
83. ("52,Hi:! 
a~. u~524?'l 
6!:i. ~,,5"?S2o 
66. ~,J5 '':>.)8 
137. r ~5.:?<;b:l 
6d. L u C; ':') ., Ij 
S;,/, ~,~ <; Zto "8 
91). L?2" (6 
91. ~ ., ? ..:: ;"' ~ .~ 
92. :~ <; ZI ..i '3 
9 3. eIlS2 7 ,)" 
9~. Q'j5Z77Q 
95. C ~ '5.3 0 7!; 
9&. (;J53,i.18 
97. O~5 ~1 3B 
98. OJ5315:3 
99. C ~5 32 2b 
100. u:5324B 
101. CU? ~31~ 
102. G:lS3:!5d 
103. QQ!:i'>'-l'3 
10 It. O~~3"~8 
105. a..,5 ~528 
l06. 005 ;558 
101. "v:>~6rtl 
1116. 005.5648 
1 0 9. 00537i1B 
110. 00::> 374" 
111. euS'''IICB 
l1Z. OG5LtO"~ 
115, OuSI+'J <=:6 
114. 00'''116 
115. 00 5,*11',t' 
11&. {)OSIt23B 
117. OOSlt27tl 
lUI. 005432B 
119. tiOSlt3SB 
l2il. OJSIo'-38 
121. Ou~lt509 
122. 00 S4509 
123. 0054&16 
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5:; 
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)0 2 ... =1,.3 
2 C(L-)=C. ~ 
liu oj "1=1,17 
0u 55 L=l.,..i 
F\LtM)=FF(S,T.~\LI,Y~IYII 
C 0 ~T r NU( . 
C ( 1'1 "C (1) .. 0)( (.., I .. F" ( 1. ", • " ( Z. '1' 
(.; ( 2 I = C (ZI +0 X ( 111 .. r tl • M) 'OF ( 3 , 111 
5 G(3)=CI3).DXC")·FI2,~)·Ft3,M) 
C{1)=SI~N(1.,ALP1ZI·C(11 
C(21=SIGN(1 •• AL D131·C(?, 
.:: ( 31 :::;, !Gld 1 • ," LP1 Z I .. .; ... G'I ( 1 •• A ... :>1 3' .. C 1 3) 
J() 2~ N=l •• :1 
Al="iA1"3'2...: T I~. ~25"'F .. VAT 111-111 
>42=n ... Ft,· A1 ' 
A-l=AL P!3"~1 
'10 b 1=10'3 
J.., il M=l,17 
r, <: = il~ x (1, ~ 1 .. « 1 ... A 1" C" ( 1 • '1) ) .... 2" A"-~; ( ? , ~ ) .. (A Z" C" ( 2 , 'H ) .~ 2 
1+ ...... 11 ("',II" (AJ·F L! ,'11) ·"'2 
2 +<: ." A L ':' ( .. , .;: I .. \ 1 •• ;4 1 '. F \ 1, oJ 1 I "!\;:' a: I;: • '" 1 
J +;: ." A L'-i ( C; , ~ I .. ( 1 ... ,\ .;.";:- I 1, ": 1 I • A oJ"= ( ,; , :11 
... 2 ... A L '~ (i' , J. I • A :: • C" ( :: , >1, .. A j • F ( ~, • 1 
~Q (1, HI =j 2 
.; G,:,")=$'J:HluZI 
Calculation of time history 
OlJ 7 i=1,5 . 
Jv ~ '1= .. ,17 
• u=".'.!X("q·GI:,'" 
7 G.''( 1 ) =" 
.Iv 0 J.::"" 
~1rJI=(~MI~·)-11-w~(~·J)/:. 
;:, ( JI " (,,'I I.:!+ )- U + r,.: C?' J' ) I;:. 
~ ,( J, •• I = G,) ( J 1.1::;:: I J' 
...... ( ~, ) = r,;;, 12 I I ;:;, ( t , 
1¥ 1t:1.:':'S (3'I .. SI 1) 
,v ("'I:,,;,I .. )f.SIU 
..;",j 1\.1 I=l,'3 
VV 1\J '~=1,17 
1: "A I: ,M) =L,(J., :,11 -,,11(:' 
JO 11 )=1,7 
1.1 :PIJI=).: 
0u 12 .... =1,17 
averages 
:~(1~=E~«11.IGA(~,M).GAll,~)I."2 .. 'XI~I 
::.F (Z'=FF!2!H",C{2,NI-GAll,'1))'·c '" .J)('~) 
C}, <.31 :""P( 'I +(G.l(4 .... '-GlI{.l ,"ill ·"2 • Jx IMl 
:::O\41=:f.\t,I.,';412,")··Z-uA(1,'1I·"ZI·OXINI 
c. P ( :; I = c.. i' ( C; I • ( G ... ( '" ..., I .... 2 - " 4 ( 3 , '11 .... Z I .. ;) x r ;11 
~~(b)=~PIG).(~N(6,HI-G4(~,MII·.2 .. Jx(HI 
12 E,. (7 I =~p P', "" (G AI d, :,11 - GAl 7 ,.~ I) ... 2 ,,") x ( "II 
f:"=EP(11/CtlOv.·G~(11"2) ·2~j. 
c.'::=::P (?I/(I}J~."L>S(i"q21 "';:~:'. 
::'J=C:P(';I/(:iJC.·r.::;(Z,H21 "';:')0. 
E,+=EY (,,) II ~ ~J. "G~( 11 .... d 
E~=tP(S)/(30J.·GSI21··<) 
o b':' E P (b) I ( ... b 'J v • "(;;) ( 31 .... ZI 
Jl=Ft> (ff)((lbOiJ '·'351,,'··21 
Eb=06-D7 
E7=MY IN)"'~2"J&-'IYINI·"2·')7 
"'21.1-). 
"ZiJO. 
.. 2 J j • 
• 20 ~ • 
=.ts::11.-K ... 21/ .... (Ny{N) ··2-01" fNI··ZI 
(A?=(1 •• K~+2~/l1.-K··21 
Exact quantities 
>lll.,1.,'l)=A1""~ 
~( ... ,2,N)=AZ""'Z 
';(1,3 t '·l=tl3"'2 
.; (1." "H =C ( 11 .. ARS (Al. A?I 
W I .. ,5. 'I, = G ( Z) " A" S ( A 1 .. II 31 
WIl, o,NI .:::'(3) "AB::.tAZ"A31 
vl ( 1 , r ,'I) = H (1 , t) , N) 
rlL,.o,N)=:Z, 
L 24. n54&48 
125. ~o <;407'8 
125. 0054738 
127. 00<;4778 
128. C;J5S&28 
129. OOS5uSB 
1JfI. IlO551i.B 
131. unSSl ~9 
132. t0551t:-8 
133. CQ5<;3'>B 
154. cn 5r;~6fl 
13 S. Q()SS-.(:t:i 
13&. uu55,+?8 
11 1 • 'JiJ5S7IJO 
138. O~S:;53d 
13.3. on <;5';.7:3 
1" 0. ' il~S:;!>3tl 
lit ... .i~5Sf,E>6 
1,+2. l,)St;o7d 
1103. OOSO""'" 
1£.1 .. ilJ56J 18 
145. O(·5&~ 4:\ 
146. ·)1?561 ;:0 
147. (j~5b:' :,,j 
1" ,. .. J5 o~"-3 
. 14". 1)'~ C; taZ Cj=? 
I 150. O~51".~ 7"; 
151. ,~0:; 0 3'! -$ 
.,52. (;')5"'341:1 
1S'>. OJ~b3::>S 
154. u:) S""':.O 
15!:> • tiJ5o,+LQ 
150. OJ 5 0-' 73 
157. ~Q56:)"o 
158. 005br;?u 
159. 0·)%'>C8 
160. OQ5f'>72B 
161. u"56756 
.1.62. UO S67b'=l 
163. ())51~Q6 
164. Il.JSr018 
HiS. C::J57G'+!3 
16&. OOSl~68 
167. 005711;8 
16B. OJ57~G8 
169. ~as !22El 
111l. OOSn4;3 
171. O~57318 
1"'2. "(IS 7338 
113. 0057!oC8 
1·74. 00S7"46 
115. IHlS 7S06 
170. (JIJ C; 7SIoe; 
H''I'' OOS7"lB 
176. 1;1)57&38 
179. 00S7658 
1 BO. CUS rlCS 
161. {))S7r3B 
lB2. ~O57!6~ 
183. OOb~1Jl~ 
164. Ii060'J4tJ 
185. OOSO:j&8 
First approximation 
1/('::,l,"Ii=El 
~(2,.::,NI=KAP~~2'~Z 
fI (2,3 .n' =.<A" ·"2"::: 3 
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,j ( 2 , " ,'I) = KA P":::-. 
w,~,:;,I\)=KA:>~::S 
ri(2,6,N)=KAP~·2·:::b 
"12,7,,,'=';(2,:',"'" 
r/,2.!,Nl=:-2 
iSecond approximation F2(N)=1./(1.+ILA~(~I •• 2-1.1~~40-2.+(1.~; •• ~+·21.~~/«1.-K .... ZI··Z.) 
" ( ~ , 1 • N I = >'I ( .:: .1 ,~;, .. F' 2 ( '" I 
>'It3.2,~I=w(2,2~"')~F2(N) 
-l ( oS , ~ ,'I) = <4 (2.,3, ~ I .. -: '- ( 1'0) "L Ai1 ("" ... Z 
A( 3,4,ecl=,,(2,·.,NI·F2 Pd 
A ( 3, :) , '!) = oj ( 2 , :, • 'II .. F 2 ( "II "l. A "I ( '" I " .. ;: 
rl l 3 , " • ,.) = K II P ..... ?''';:' 7 .. F Z I ''I) 
... (3,1 ,.,,) ="~,J."'i...~~ aF ~ (f .. ) 
rl,::.,~,·H=::" 
C \f:"-':~.I L hA=r\::.."I\.,~ 
C 
... F(::l.::..~.:) '..3JtOl"T 
... ( ~ , 1 ,~~ 1 = ~ ..i.. .. t 1 ... t:. 2 • I 1 • - ( ".l 1- : • ) I ~ .. .-. -: -'J / :- 1 1 t ~ .. 2 
..,.,JTC !4 
t 3 ,j I ... 1 • '.1 .::, • ~ 
1~ ril4,c.~)=~2·(1.+2.,,<·a~+c~I"·c 
.., ( " , " ,'~) ='" ( ", 2 , 'i I 
,., ( ... , :.. , It) := :: ,+" { 1 ... '2 ... ',:' rt • 2 .. 7 • 11;::. 2) 
A ( ~ .. ':) • r~ J = ': • ., 
..It ... ,,,,:,,,):';.: 
'" ( ., :' ,\,,) = : iii "'! 
~ « .. 't 1 .. ,,) :; ...... 
;Analysis by means of the squared signals 
)0 e7 :=:.., >\ 
;>:. : •. ~ 
0';; <.~ :-1=i,17 
Z <\ 0 = ,- + '; )( ( •. ~ I "".J ( r t '1 ) 
27 G~. t: 1=:' 
JO 79 J=l, .. 
uc (J) = lG"(2"J-ll-u'! (2'" J)' 
u,:,' JI =:)/): T I (u'1 (?O' 1-11 .... ~. + \,"1 (Z.foJl .... 2.' I~. , 
29 crl,TINUE 
~A~Q(NI=G~(211(,~(1) 
~11(N'=GS(JI/GS(11 
N Y ~ ( ii ) .:: ('S ( ... II G S ( 11 
)0 '31J I=1,8 
.:lJ~ .. ~"'1..17 
~J ";41I,i';'=",)\I.MI-G'q~) 
J{J 6.i. J=1. I 
~1 :::F(J)=·~.G 
';0 32 ~1=1,11 
~:.o 111 =::~ ( 1 I .. ( l,7':' ( 2 , " I .. u .. ( 1 , " I I .... 2" J ~ ( '4 I 
. i P ( ;;: I =fP ( 21 fo I r,..1 ( ~ , ~ I -:; n ( i. , '. II .... 2" J x ( 11) 
c: f' (3') = E c, (i -) + (G A ( 4 , 11) - r. II ( 3 , ... ) ) .... 2 • J l( ( '1' 
E? ( 41 .::£P ( " ) + ( G 1\ ( 2 • Ii) .. " 2 -I"A ( .. , ti I ... i.:' .. ) x ( '1) 
Ef- IS) =::? (S) "(I"A (t., 1';,". 2-;A (3,t",. 21 ·OX tMI 
£..P i til =E P ( 0) + 1 Gil (~, 11) - t.. 0 (S , ~) , ·"2 If. 0 J( (Ii' 
32 EPC"=EP(71+(bA(at~I-~A(7,M)I·"2·JJ((Hf 
::~=~P(11'(1~.~~:)(11··2' 
'::" E P 1211 t 16 • ~ GS ( 11 ... O' 2 1 
3:E~131/(lo ... t..S(21~~21 
4=E P t .. l{(1o.'uS (t1~·21 
5=iP(51{(lb.~G~(21·~21 
o=EP ,rd/, :'iZ." ('S (3 )··21 
7 =E!D (7 II ( 32 ... C:S ( "I .. " Z ) 
o=Db -.; 7 
7'::'l'fO<INI H·Z" I D" .. GJI ~ 1""'::1 ('2."GS( ~1··2» 
1 - I~ Y Q ( N I .. • 2" \ 0 I + ':;J ( ,. , ,." <.I t .3 <' ... l> :; ( "I .. ~ 2) I 
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166. 
187. 
lS6. 
189. 
19t .. 
·191. 
192. 
t 93. 
1911. 
195. 
1
,19&. 
l'H. 
\1 198 • i 199. 
j ~ 00. 
201. 
Zo,. 
ZDJ. 
Z 0 Io. 
205. 
206. 
207. 
20B, , 
209. 
Z10. 
211. 
212. 
213. 
, 2110. 
215. 
216. 
217. 
?18. 
219. 
220. 
221. 
222. 
223. 
224. 
22;. 
226. 
22·7. 
228. 
229. 
230. 
231. 
2~2. 
,,33. 
234. 
235. 
<::36. 
Z 37. 
2 38. 
239 .. 
240. 
241. 
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OCo~23" 
IiOE>l:508 
0160348 
l)ubO .. OS 
ono 0" 415 
C0605~6 
;H60S38 
O()ti~~7B 
VO'61le, ~fl 
O,j6~66B 
OJoO"H! 
Ouo/] 748 
Cn&lOCo 
uJ61H6 
0061128 
Ou61:"8 
tiJ61Z1'3 
0; &12 40 
OC Ell-Z7t! 
il.J'!>1:'21:1 
IlJfHSSO 
0061<;13 
C ... 61';~(; 
00.,17[9 
Ii') Ii 1;' 413 
J~&177d 
..06 c.. 1" 
("62)".::) 
C~020 b n 
[:62'1'-8 
"'J622~~ 
()~o 231':1 
~06 251'3 
01)r,2')2'1 
(j062,,19 
1:0&2:'19 
"~O?b <;8 
00&2058 
uQo,JCS 
,ja&27~tl 
\)063118 
OJ&31 Ito 
OJb31 .. 9 
()'l6H 78 
OC634GQ 
fl053lt38 
0063439 
D06~"01'j 
"OO&3'i79 
COE> 5728 
0003729 
",Ob37S9 
0064109 
0%4210 
CG6421B 
!lO&42"~ 
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~~ne~r approximation, squared signal 
:P~.=~l-GU{l)·+Z/(l&'#~S(~'~~ZI 
::'P.>c;=EZ+GC( 11 ~.?'(lo,"GS(1I""21 
WI:'?l,~O:El 
1'1 (';),z,.·.J)-=KAP~~2~!:Z 
1'/ (? , 3, ;'1) = KA? 4 ~ 2' ::;.1 
.., ( :; ,4. N) :: KA" .. c .. 
>I \?,:; ,i"':: '<AP ";5 
.., ( ~ , 0 , ,.1 = K A P .,; Z" C f> 
'"' { S , { , I. I = E '" :, ~ 
.., (:',8 "~' =~P52 
:; 
iQuasilinear approximation, squared signal 
ri(b,l,NI=~PS1 
C 
C 
C 
Z. 
w (0 , "2 , '1/ :: K a .> ... " 2 .. ::- p : :> 
w 10, 3 ,,, I :: W , :; , 3 , ,,') • ~ ~ p .... 2'" (, ~ ( ~ I "~21 I 1 -:. ... G::; (2) .... , I 
.H", .. ,'II=WI:.,4,'11 . 
oj I ':>, 5 , .• ' :: rI ( C; , 5 , ~J' 
1'/1 .:, ,,,, • ~) :: K A p .... 2" C 7 
~ t.." 7 "~) :cc.)-i 
1'/ ("" ::I, '<).: £" ';2 
!~ee,ond approximation, squared signal 
. r2:(1)=1./(1 •• 2"(1.-J("·2!"(\.A'1JI~I·"Z_1.)_2."~OSl 
1 13.1>t( .... :?I .. (1 •• '< ... .:)/<l.-< .... ~I ... Z"~ ":-P~~I 
"(7,1,·").:"'(&,i,N)~t"2iJ[NI -. --'-
.. ('i', 2 ,'~) "W( o.Z ."<, "FlO{ 1/1 
w , 7 , .~ , N I "" I 0 • 3 , OJ I • F 2 0 ( t, i ., L t '1.;j I ,J) .. " Z 
w I 7 ... ".) "w I <, I .. I f'.1 "c 2 Q ( N) 
~ I ~ , ? ,N) ""~ ( .., ,:; ,N 1 .. ~;: 11 ,~ I • L II 'I';' [ 'J I •• Z 
.i I , , .., ,.i I ,,'" t " • :) , ,,' • F 2") I ~. ) 
,,(7,7.41=F2.JO,) . 
~ , ., 3,.<1 ::'" 2 J ( '" ) 
,; l. ·Of T':' r-..tJ":: 
rI,.lTF.lo,2,:! 1\,5,1 "'A"',\.,2,C3,SQ1,.:>Al,s:~3,Clll.,,(t:).C(3) 
2C:r I"O,V,olTIU1.C;3rtiAlJ.a]"ys.Ls._of hot--wLre signals of 
1 a l/ll~J(, t:;4Hi I sotr6,p~e. tur15ulence 
UIII;' t~ .dH[nput parameterslll1x ,<lbH K ~ 
3 \,kM \:2 ~ '7, SA1 '5A2 SA3 CIt! 
!t.;{~) IlliX,12F'l.4/1l 
"{~':TE{':),2?'=' 
z,n F(;.:.'1ATlllf~~,l ... -I'Avera.gesflI1,l(,lG4H Q(t •. ~) 
1 l«(.l,,,1 1(4,") LA.'lI·n HYPO 
2 c2{Nl I) 
JU 3,,0 N=l, . 1 
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turbulent flm-vs 
T 
C(21 
QI2,1II1 
NYINI 
3C ~ rlrd 1 Co 16,35 C ) Q I 1, to ,:.! c; , 'II , cl ( ~. 11 • (l ( .. , t.l , LAM (I~I ,~y (r-.) ,,~ Y ( .i) ,I" 2 ( l\I J 
~:;~ ~lI·.HttTth)(,iE13.31) 
IH ... rF (';, 31'C 1 
~7r: rO~l"IllT(/111!)A."0I-iiPreeise flue. quantities 
,kITE 10.3%1 
3!u Fu~MAT(lcX,lu2r1 ~l rl2 w3 WIt 
1 "C; "., ". ::2 n 
",,.,;r::'b,3?11 «(,j(1,0,~).'l"l.a) .'<"",ll! 
"fF. .. it. I::', Z7·G) 
27) FO~,H4TUlllO<.lS~First approX .) 
,;": .. T::(&,380) 
<+7u 
sri. 
67 G 
£. ~c 
. 
J. 
,p ... i" (", 3 :;e I ( I ,., ( 2 , ;., .~,) • oJ = 1 ,'H .'~:: 1 • .:. 11 
rlr: .. T:: (6, 47~ J 
FC-,M A. 'fl(/I I 1.:: x , ::'7~Seeond approx., 
"'R ... H(6,313~) 
,o/kITE (c".>5al ((;H3,O,I~1 ,O::l,~1 ,1::1,l1l 
iol",,i.Tl;lo,'1C) 
"'Of<HAT (11111J~, 27r1iSpeeial fourth approx.) 
rlR .. TE'lo,36C) 
rlRITt:(b,J5CI (twC4.r),f'.) .')::l.~I.·j"l,ll1 
rlc .. rE(,:>,b7~) 
FO .... MAT (till ~l(, ,;7t-f, Linear approx. -, squared signal 
riR .. TE(&,f-6G) . 
.0 rl.M A 1 (12 x, 1 \J 2 K ., 1 W 2 113 1<14 
W7 "0 ~":;1 EPS2 II 
21t2. O!!64?46 
Ztt.3. 00&4'956 
24'*. 01]& .. <;(19 
2At5. 1I0IJ45CB 
: 2 46. 0004538 
: 247. 00& .. 7lt6 
246. 3~&477e 
249. 00&47 7 6 
250. 3C6S'l2B 
251. . 00&503 26 
252. ':':)65236 
l53. 00&5278 
1. OOOl]lJC8 
2. OOa!)!J~8 
3. &e 0 cry t;6 
ft. 0001'158 
5. 1'00 1l3~8 
c. 000 !J336 
7. OOO'lJ">B 
1. Gil:H ... &o 
2. Ilu,,~:l"b 
J. CJJ rynB 
4. (lOu OS 39 
5. "nuJ~7o 
&. cno"tt'? 
.7. i;.jOH :0 
6. B G u 14'? 
9. "COJ1'd 
11l • "'\J~::2"'~ 
1i. u~~1?2d 
" 
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)oj 1\ I 1 :c b , 3 :; CI ( (w (<; ,,-,,:H , .)= 1 ,d I , 'I = 1. 111 
1o/":i.iE (Q,77CI 
17:J FOP'1ATUlllU'.(,4:?!;iQuasilinear approx., squared signal 
rlr<Ii£ !<;,b8C1 
1/ r<.i: T ~ (0, 3:; C I I (1/ I., , li, 'd ,0= 1 • ~ I ,:~ = 1, 111 
I'I':'.~ TE Ib, '3rt) I - _ .. -
'Ira F0:O,1A t (III ... 1)(, 37>ii Second approx., squared signal 
I'I~ ... T<; tb, o!lCl 
'51 ~l~MATti2x~11~" I'll w2 w3 Wit 
1. w!> 116 "'2') F2J /I 
,p~ .. T ~ ,,,' 3 5 C, (( iH 7 ,0. rH • J = .. ,Ill ,"j = 1 , 111 
2 5 ;; lJ,~" ~ Nv E 
~NI 
FU~CfIJ~ ~F(~tTiq.rl 
iDefinition only for non-negative X+~ y=x+r.:-Alr,,.(x .. ..:1 
IF(V.I.T.:,.1 r~".:.'1"T( ... /5-1./TI 
iF (V.t.::.S.A"I).Y •. i..T .... ' C'F=-(1./r,/5Q"Tll.I,,-1./T) 
.. f \ ... 1>:' • T ) f ~ ::. ~ • : 
~,E iUi': /, 
:'r'J 
SIII~O"T I.iS ·1\,·.u"tA, 'I) 
01" f ,oj <:: I 0,. A ( ,\ ) 
J.J 1 L = 1 , N'- 1 
J{J 1 ,,:::!..f\t-L. 
"" ~"":,.1 I" P',) ,.1 IV+: II 
(,::. (1M 4 ).1 I A ("I , II ("I" 111 
A ( 1) "r; 
,,( 1·1 ...... ) =C 
1 ~ '1 .. T : ~.,,j : 
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Appendix G: The Second Approximation for the Hot Wire not Aligned 
in the Main Direction of Flow 
According to (27), as a second approximation, we have: 
(G 4) 
From this follows: 
+ 2 ( a".. au - 2 a-r~ aA3) U.2. Vi + 
2. -.- " <.) Tz ( 2 ~.) 12 
-t Q-r-r u;z + ( a.w au - 2. ""?e (..',2. + a.., an - a"3 Lola 
-,-, 
+ 2. \ ""~M "'2.1 - 2 ~ a'I3) Lc.l. (~a 
With the usual X-wire orientations, we thus obtain a linear 
equation system of 20 equations for the (formal) 12 unknowns 
2 lJ 2 U 2 U U U U U U ';";"17 7':TT 7:i7" 7':"r:-:T 7:'I.".T";";"1'7;'T U1 • 2 ' 3 ' 1 2' 2 3' 3 1'u, ,u2 ,u3 ,u1u;!' u2 u3 ,u3u'. From these Equations follows: 
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-1--, + U. V 2 ( -1+F)' 
U2 L(l 2. J ... <'f+k" ::t=t; ... 
~- A+/(~ 
_2- _2 
U.,Uz. 
CZ -e" 
A+k2 <'f-kt Y / 
U ... Ll3 _2._ ~+kt. 
e' ~ ~ 2 
:: 
~ -e:,t 
<'f+- k" -'1-k" '-t / 
u~i. + 
and other equations which will not be needed. 
equations, the final result can be derived; 
/ 
From the given 
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(G 2. If) 
«(;,2.3) 
(G2.3) -
,-, 
U., l-I,z 
(G!<.lt) 
(G 2. 5) 
(62.') U 2 
'" 
(G 2.1> U2.. :L ... 
(G 2. g) U 2 3 
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+ 
~!J/v . ::!:!!..z. 
S"1/2 SrI< 
_2_ 
.1+1<.2-
.-1:_ 
,A + k" 
2 
-;t;;;2 
:t 
SIIz. . 
A+1:: 2 
-/- 11;" 
r= :2 
d 
C,-f-/- k 2.) 2. of. 2-
,,-If" 41:J. 
( A+kl. Y of 2-
-1- k2. 3/1( 
J 
FcI -
Z 
/ 
F",-<'-
I 
with: 
. (G 2.!1) 
+ 
(e~-e.n2. 
4 Sr122. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 19 
OF POOR QUALITY 
( I, /'If v /1, ,8 ) 
, 
I 
The formulas for the 1st approximation follow formally from the 
2nd approximation, if we set: 
and 
It is easy to see that for the case when U2=U 3 or d1/2"'d3/4 ... dS/6=d7/S'"'O the formulas (G2.1) to (G2.6) and (G2.9) are transformed into 
the old formulas (33.1) to (33.6) and (36) of section (4.1). 
On the other hand, we have: 
for the transition from turbulent to laminar flow. 
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Unfortunately, the formulas are very cumbersome. In many cases, 
they can be made much simpler: If we can assume U =0 for symmetry 
reasons and by neglecting tangential cooling (k=01, then we have 
for example: 
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Fd2. := ( :3E:t _ -1) -2 ~-1tl - 2- S-(f2." S4/2 Z 
We see that changes compared to the 2ligned X-wire occur only 
in the equations for~, ~,u~ur and Fd , where the correction 
terms for up.", ur- .are of fourth order, and are thus negligi)ble. 
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are due my sincere gratitude, namely: 
Prof. H. Fiedler Ph.D. 
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for their interest, participation, literature hints and criticism, 
B. Lehmann for his unpublished (at that time) measured results, 
Mrs. I. Gereke, Mrs. H. Walthelm and Mrs. C. King for preparation 
of the drawings and figures and for typing this quite difficult 
text. 
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*Wi thin the frame'Nork of this cooperation, the numerical results were 
computed in the computer center of the Technical University Berlin. 
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